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Ⅰ

前 言

《图书情报专题研究》的宗旨是为我校师生开展学术研究提供有价值的参考

信息，此项工作由图书馆信息咨询与发展研究部承担。“最新学科研究热点与前

沿”根据学校所购买的数字资源，通过分析其深层次的功能，从数据库中组织整

理出了与我校学科领域相关的最新学科热点研究论文、最新研究前沿及最新国际

会议信息等，以期能对我校师生开展学术研究、项目立项、开题等学术研究活动

提供帮助。

本期收集整理了如下八个方面的热点文献和前沿信息：

1、IEL Top25，IEL数据库下载最多的 25篇论文。

2、ACM 最新会议。根据 ACM主页所提供的最新会议信息整理所得，可供

相关研究者参考。

3、AIAA 最新会议，由 AIAA 主站提供的最新会议信息，可供相关研究者

参考。

4、IEEE最新会议，由 IEEE主站提供最新会议信息，可供相关研究者参考。

5、IQPC最新会议。由国际质量与竞争力中心（IQPC：International Quality

and Productivity Center）提供的最新国际会议，内容涉及国防、能源、工业、科

技、电信等领域。IQPC是国际顶级的会议展览策划公司，于 1973年成立于美国，

旨在为全球业务主管提供量身定制的会议、大型会展以及培训课程，积极为行业

人士的相互交流创建平台，使业内人士能够随时掌握行业发展的最新趋势及技术

创新。

6、ESI（Essential Science Indicators）HOT PAPERS，ESI 提供的最近两年的

热点文章，其排名依据为文章的被引频次。

7、ESI（Essential Science Indicators）ESI HIGHLY CITED PAPERS PAPERS，ESI

提供的最近十年的高被引文献，其排名依据为文章的被引频次。

8、Nature Advance Online Publication（AOP），Nature Materials 预先提供浏

览未出版的最新文章。

如果您对我们的栏目设置、内容编排、出版方式等有好的意见和建议，欢迎

与我们联系，我们将积极采纳，使这份电子刊物日臻完善，共同为把我校建成学

科特色鲜明的世界一流大学而努力。

图书馆

2017年 7月
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一、IEL Top25

（来源：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/）
1. 标题：Internet of Things for Smart Cities
作者：Andrea Zanella ; Nicola Bui ; Angelo Castellani ; Lorenzo Vangelista ; Michele Zorzi
出处：IEEE Internet of Things Journal
Volume: 1 Issue: 1 Date : Feb. 2014
Page(s): 22 - 32
DOI: 10.1109/JIOT.2014.2306328
摘要： The Internet of Things (IoT) shall be able to incorporate transparently and seamlessly a large
number of different and heterogeneous end systems, while providing open access to selected subsets
of data for the development of a plethora of digital services. Building a general architecture for the
IoT is hence a very complex task, mainly because of the extremely large variety of devices, link layer
technologies, and services that may be involved in such a system. In this paper, we focus specifically
to an urban IoT system that, while still being quite a broad category, are characterized by their
specific application domain. Urban IoTs, in fact, are designed to support the Smart City vision, which
aims at exploiting the most advanced communication technologies to support added-value services
for the administration of the city and for the citizens. This paper hence provides a comprehensive
survey of the enabling technologies, protocols, and architecture for an urban IoT. Furthermore, the
paper will present and discuss the technical solutions and best-practice guidelines adopted in the
Padova Smart City project, a proof-of-concept deployment of an IoT island in the city of Padova,
Italy, performed in collaboration with the city municipality.
链接：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6740844/

2. 标 题 ： High-Performance Extreme Learning Machines: A Complete Toolbox for Big Data
Applications
作者：Anton Akusok ; Kaj-Mikael Björk ; Yoan Miche ; Amaury Lendasse
出处：IEEE Access
Volume: 3 Date : 2015
Page(s): 1011 - 1025
DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2015.2450498
摘要：This paper presents a complete approach to a successful utilization of a high-performance
extreme learning machines (ELMs) Toolbox for Big Data. It summarizes recent advantages in
algorithmic performance; gives a fresh view on the ELM solution in relation to the traditional linear
algebraic performance; and reaps the latest software and hardware performance achievements. The
results are applicable to a wide range of machine learning problems and thus provide a solid ground
for tackling numerous Big Data challenges. The included toolbox is targeted at enabling the full
potential of ELMs to the widest range of users.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7140733/

3.标题：A Survey of 5G Network: Architecture and Emerging Technologies

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6740844/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7140733/
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作者：A. Gupta ; R. K. Jha
出处：IEEE Access
Volume: 3 Date : 2015
Page(s): 1206 - 1232
DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2015.2461602
摘要： In the near future, i.e., beyond 4G, some of the prime objectives or demands that need to be
addressed are increased capacity, improved data rate, decreased latency, and better quality of service.
To meet these demands, drastic improvements need to be made in cellular network architecture. This
paper presents the results of a detailed survey on the fifth generation (5G) cellular network
architecture and some of the key emerging technologies that are helpful in improving the architecture
and meeting the demands of users. In this detailed survey, the prime focus is on the 5G cellular
network architecture, massive multiple input multiple output technology, and device-to-device
communication (D2D). Along with this, some of the emerging technologies that are addressed in this
paper include interference management, spectrum sharing with cognitive radio, ultra-dense networks,
multi-radio access technology association, full duplex radios, millimeter wave solutions for 5G
cellular networks, and cloud technologies for 5G radio access networks and software defined
networks. In this paper, a general probable 5G cellular network architecture is proposed, which
shows that D2D, small cell access points, network cloud, and the Internet of Things can be a part of
5G cellular network architecture. A detailed survey is included regarding current research projects
being conducted in different countries by research groups and institutions that are working on 5G
technologies.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7169508/

4.标题：The Internet of Things for Health Care: A Comprehensive Survey
作者：S. M. Riazul Islam ; Daehan Kwak ; MD. Humaun Kabir ; Mahmud Hossain ; Kyung-Sup
Kwak
出处：IEEE Access
Volume: 3 Date : 2015
Page(s): 678 - 708
DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2015.2437951
摘要： The Internet of Things (IoT) makes smart objects the ultimate building blocks in the
development of cyber-physical smart pervasive frameworks. The IoT has a variety of application
domains, including health care. The IoT revolution is redesigning modern health care with promising
technological, economic, and social prospects. This paper surveys advances in IoT-based health care
technologies and reviews the state-of-the-art network architectures/platforms, applications, and
industrial trends in IoT-based health care solutions. In addition, this paper analyzes distinct IoT
security and privacy features, including security requirements, threat models, and attack taxonomies
from the health care perspective. Further, this paper proposes an intelligent collaborative security
model to minimize security risk; discusses how different innovations such as big data, ambient
intelligence, and wearables can be leveraged in a health care context; addresses various IoT and
eHealth policies and regulations across the world to determine how they can facilitate economies and
societies in terms of sustainable development; and provides some avenues for future research on
IoT-based health care based on a set of open issues and challenges.
链接：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7113786/

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7169508/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7113786/
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5.标题：Millimeter Wave Mobile Communications for 5G Cellular: It Will Work!
作者：Theodore S. Rappaport ; Shu Sun ; Rimma Mayzus ; Hang Zhao ; Yaniv Azar ; Kevin Wang ;
George N. Wong ; Jocelyn K. Schulz ; Mathew Samimi ; Felix Gutierrez
出处：IEEE Access
Volume: 1 Date : 2013
Page(s): 335 - 349
DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2013.2260813
摘要： The global bandwidth shortage facing wireless carriers has motivated the exploration of the
underutilized millimeter wave (mm-wave) frequency spectrum for future broadband cellular
communication networks. There is, however, little knowledge about cellular mm-wave propagation
in densely populated indoor and outdoor environments. Obtaining this information is vital for the
design and operation of future fifth generation cellular networks that use the mm-wave spectrum. In
this paper, we present the motivation for new mm-wave cellular systems, methodology, and hardware
for measurements and offer a variety of measurement results that show 28 and 38 GHz frequencies
can be used when employing steerable directional antennas at base stations and mobile devices.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6515173/

6.标题：A Survey of Data Mining and Machine Learning Methods for Cyber Security Intrusion
Detection
作者：Anna L. Buczak ; Erhan Guven
出处：IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials
Volume: 18 Issue: 2 Date : Secondquarter 2016
Page(s): 1153 - 1176
DOI: 10.1109/COMST.2015.2494502
摘要： This survey paper describes a focused literature survey of machine learning (ML) and data
mining (DM) methods for cyber analytics in support of intrusion detection. Short tutorial descriptions
of each ML/DM method are provided. Based on the number of citations or the relevance of an
emerging method, papers representing each method were identified, read, and summarized. Because
data are so important in ML/DM approaches, some well-known cyber data sets used in ML/DM are
described. The complexity of ML/DM algorithms is addressed, discussion of challenges for using
ML/DM for cyber security is presented, and some recommendations on when to use a given method
are provided.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7307098/

7.标题：Deep Learning for Health Informatics
作者：Daniele Ravì ; Charence Wong ; Fani Deligianni ; Melissa Berthelot ; Javier Andreu-Perez ;
Benny Lo ; Guang-Zhong Yang
出处：IEEE Journal of Biomedical and Health Informatics
Volume: 21 Issue: 1 Date : Jan. 2017
Page(s): 4 - 21
DOI: 10.1109/JBHI.2016.2636665
摘要：With a massive influx of multimodality data, the role of data analytics in health informatics has
grown rapidly in the last decade. This has also prompted increasing interests in the generation of

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6515173/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7307098/
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analytical, data driven models based on machine learning in health informatics. Deep learning, a
technique with its foundation in artificial neural networks, is emerging in recent years as a powerful
tool for machine learning, promising to reshape the future of artificial intelligence. Rapid
improvements in computational power, fast data storage, and parallelization have also contributed to
the rapid uptake of the technology in addition to its predictive power and ability to generate
automatically optimized high-level features and semantic interpretation from the input data. This
article presents a comprehensive up-to-date review of research employing deep learning in health
informatics, providing a critical analysis of the relative merit, and potential pitfalls of the technique
as well as its future outlook. The paper mainly focuses on key applications of deep learning in the
fields of translational bioinformatics, medical imaging, pervasive sensing, medical informatics, and
public health.
链接：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7801947/

8.标题：Internet of Things: A Survey on Enabling Technologies, Protocols, and Applications
作者：Ala Al-Fuqaha ; Mohsen Guizani ; Mehdi Mohammadi ; Mohammed Aledhari ; Moussa
Ayyash
出处：IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials
Volume: 17 Issue: 4 Date : Fourthquarter 2015
Page(s): 2347 - 2376
DOI: 10.1109/COMST.2015.2444095
摘要： This paper provides an overview of the Internet of Things (IoT) with emphasis on enabling
technologies, protocols, and application issues. The IoT is enabled by the latest developments in
RFID, smart sensors, communication technologies, and Internet protocols. The basic premise is to
have smart sensors collaborate directly without human involvement to deliver a new class of
applications. The current revolution in Internet, mobile, and machine-to-machine (M2M)
technologies can be seen as the first phase of the IoT. In the coming years, the IoT is expected to
bridge diverse technologies to enable new applications by connecting physical objects together in
support of intelligent decision making. This paper starts by providing a horizontal overview of the
IoT. Then, we give an overview of some technical details that pertain to the IoT enabling
technologies, protocols, and applications. Compared to other survey papers in the field, our objective
is to provide a more thorough summary of the most relevant protocols and application issues to
enable researchers and application developers to get up to speed quickly on how the different
protocols fit together to deliver desired functionalities without having to go through RFCs and the
standards specifications. We also provide an overview of some of the key IoT challenges presented in
the recent literature and provide a summary of related research work. Moreover, we explore the
relation between the IoT and other emerging technologies including big data analytics and cloud and
fog computing. We also present the need for better horizontal integration among IoT services. Finally,
we present detailed service use-cases to illustrate how the different protocols presented in the paper
fit together to deliver desired IoT services.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7123563/

9.标题：ACloud-Based Smart-Parking System Based on Internet-of-Things Technologies
作者：Thanh Nam Pham ; Ming-Fong Tsai ; Duc Binh Nguyen ; Chyi-Ren Dow ; Der-Jiunn Deng
出处：IEEE Access

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7801947/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7123563/
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Volume: 3 Date : 2015
Page(s): 1581 - 1591
DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2015.2477299
摘 要 ： This paper introduces a novel algorithm that increases the efficiency of the current
cloud-based smart-parking system and develops a network architecture based on the
Internet-of-Things technology. This paper proposed a system that helps users automatically find a
free parking space at the least cost based on new performance metrics to calculate the user parking
cost by considering the distance and the total number of free places in each car park. This cost will be
used to offer a solution of finding an available parking space upon a request by the user and a
solution of suggesting a new car park if the current car park is full. The simulation results show that
the algorithm helps improve the probability of successful parking and minimizes the user waiting
time. We also successfully implemented the proposed system in the real world.
链接：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7247632/

10.标题：Does Gamification Work? -- A Literature Review of Empirical Studies on Gamification
作者：Juho Hamari ; Jonna Koivisto ; Harri Sarsa
出处：2014 47th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences
Date : 6-9 Jan. 2014
Page(s): 3025 - 3034
DOI: 10.1109/HICSS.2014.377
摘要： This paper reviews peer-reviewed empirical studies on gamification. We create a framework
for examining the effects of gamification by drawing from the definitions of gamification and the
discussion on motivational affordances. The literature review covers results, independent variables
(examined motivational affordances), dependent variables (examined psychological/behavioral
outcomes from gamification), the contexts of gamification, and types of studies performed on the
gamified systems. The paper examines the state of current research on the topic and points out gaps
in existing literature. The review indicates that gamification provides positive effects, however, the
effects are greatly dependent on the context in which the gamification is being implemented, as well
as on the users using it. The findings of the review provide insight for further studies as well as for
the design of gamified systems.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6758978/

11.标题：Information Security in Big Data: Privacy and Data Mining
作者：Lei Xu ; Chunxiao Jiang ; Jian Wang ; Jian Yuan ; Yong Ren
出处：IEEE Access
Volume: 2 Date : 2014
Page(s): 1149 - 1176
DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2014.2362522
摘要： The growing popularity and development of data mining technologies bring serious threat to
the security of individual,'s sensitive information. An emerging research topic in data mining, known
as privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM), has been extensively studied in recent years. The basic
idea of PPDM is to modify the data in such a way so as to perform data mining algorithms effectively
without compromising the security of sensitive information contained in the data. Current studies of
PPDM mainly focus on how to reduce the privacy risk brought by data mining operations, while in

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7247632/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6758978/
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fact, unwanted disclosure of sensitive information may also happen in the process of data collecting,
data publishing, and information (i.e., the data mining results) delivering. In this paper, we view the
privacy issues related to data mining from a wider perspective and investigate various approaches
that can help to protect sensitive information. In particular, we identify four different types of users
involved in data mining applications, namely, data provider, data collector, data miner, and decision
maker. For each type of user, we discuss his privacy concerns and the methods that can be adopted to
protect sensitive information. We briefly introduce the basics of related research topics, review
state-of-the-art approaches, and present some preliminary thoughts on future research directions.
Besides exploring the privacy-preserving approaches for each type of user, we also review the game
theoretical approaches, which are proposed for analyzing the interactions among different users in a
data mining scenario, each of whom has his own valuation on the sensitive information. By
differentiating the responsibilities of different users with respect to security of sensitive information,
we would like to provide some useful insights into the study of PPDM.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6919256/

12.标题：ORB-SLAM: AVersatile and Accurate Monocular SLAM System
作者：Raúl Mur-Artal ; J. M. M. Montiel ; Juan D. Tardós
出处：IEEE Transactions on Robotics
Volume: 31 Issue: 5 Date : Oct. 2015
Page(s): 1147 - 1163
DOI: 10.1109/TRO.2015.2463671
摘要： This paper presents ORB-SLAM, a feature-based monocular simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) system that operates in real time, in small and large indoor and outdoor
environments. The system is robust to severe motion clutter, allows wide baseline loop closing and
relocalization, and includes full automatic initialization. Building on excellent algorithms of recent
years, we designed from scratch a novel system that uses the same features for all SLAM tasks:
tracking, mapping, relocalization, and loop closing. A survival of the fittest strategy that selects the
points and keyframes of the reconstruction leads to excellent robustness and generates a compact and
trackable map that only grows if the scene content changes, allowing lifelong operation. We present
an exhaustive evaluation in 27 sequences from the most popular datasets. ORB-SLAM achieves
unprecedented performance with respect to other state-of-the-art monocular SLAM approaches. For
the benefit of the community, we make the source code public.
链接：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7219438/

13. 标题：Big Data Deep Learning: Challenges and Perspectives
作者：Xue-Wen Chen ; Xiaotong Lin
IEEEAccess
Volume: 2 Date : 2014
Page(s): 514 - 525
DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2014.2325029
摘要： Deep learning is currently an extremely active research area in machine learning and pattern
recognition society. It has gained huge successes in a broad area of applications such as speech
recognition, computer vision, and natural language processing. With the sheer size of data available
today, big data brings big opportunities and transformative potential for various sectors; on the other

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6919256/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7219438/
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hand, it also presents unprecedented challenges to harnessing data and information. As the data keeps
getting bigger, deep learning is coming to play a key role in providing big data predictive analytics
solutions. In this paper, we provide a brief overview of deep learning, and highlight current research
efforts and the challenges to big data, as well as the future trends.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6817512/

14.标题：Next Generation 5GWireless Networks: A Comprehensive Survey
作者：Mamta Agiwal ; Abhishek Roy ; Navrati Saxena
出处：IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials
Volume: 18 Issue: 3 Date : thirdquarter 2016
Page(s): 1617 - 1655
DOI: 10.1109/COMST.2016.2532458
摘要： The vision of next generation 5G wireless communications lies in providing very high data
rates (typically of Gbps order), extremely low latency, manifold increase in base station capacity, and
significant improvement in users' perceived quality of service (QoS), compared to current 4G LTE
networks. Ever increasing proliferation of smart devices, introduction of new emerging multimedia
applications, together with an exponential rise in wireless data (multimedia) demand and usage is
already creating a significant burden on existing cellular networks. 5G wireless systems, with
improved data rates, capacity, latency, and QoS are expected to be the panacea of most of the current
cellular networks' problems. In this survey, we make an exhaustive review of wireless evolution
toward 5G networks. We first discuss the new architectural changes associated with the radio access
network (RAN) design, including air interfaces, smart antennas, cloud and heterogeneous RAN.
Subsequently, we make an in-depth survey of underlying novel mm-wave physical layer technologies,
encompassing new channel model estimation, directional antenna design, beamforming algorithms,
and massive MIMO technologies. Next, the details of MAC layer protocols and multiplexing
schemes needed to efficiently support this new physical layer are discussed. We also look into the
killer applications, considered as the major driving force behind 5G. In order to understand the
improved user experience, we provide highlights of new QoS, QoE, and SON features associated
with the 5G evolution. For alleviating the increased network energy consumption and operating
expenditure, we make a detail review on energy awareness and cost efficiency. As understanding the
current status of 5G implementation is important for its eventual commercialization, we also discuss
relevant field trials, drive tests, and simulation experiments. Finally, we point out major existing
research issues and identify possible future research directions.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7414384/

15.标题：A fast and elitist multiobjective genetic algorithm: NSGA-II
作者：K. Deb ; A. Pratap ; S. Agarwal ; T. Meyarivan
出处：IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation
Volume: 6 Issue: 2 Date : Apr 2002
Page(s): 182 - 197
DOI: 10.1109/4235.996017
摘要： Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) that use non-dominated sorting and
sharing have been criticized mainly for: (1) their O(MN/sup 3/) computational complexity (where M
is the number of objectives and N is the population size); (2) their non-elitism approach; and (3) the

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6817512/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7414384/
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need to specify a sharing parameter. In this paper, we suggest a non-dominated sorting-based MOEA,
called NSGA-II (Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II), which alleviates all of the above
three difficulties. Specifically, a fast non-dominated sorting approach with O(MN/sup 2/)
computational complexity is presented. Also, a selection operator is presented that creates a mating
pool by combining the parent and offspring populations and selecting the best N solutions (with
respect to fitness and spread). Simulation results on difficult test problems show that NSGA-II is able,
for most problems, to find a much better spread of solutions and better convergence near the true
Pareto-optimal front compared to the Pareto-archived evolution strategy and the strength-Pareto
evolutionary algorithm - two other elitist MOEAs that pay special attention to creating a diverse
Pareto-optimal front. Moreover, we modify the definition of dominance in order to solve constrained
multi-objective problems efficiently. Simulation results of the constrained NSGA-II on a number of
test problems, including a five-objective, seven-constraint nonlinear problem, are compared with
another constrained multi-objective optimizer, and the much better performance of NSGA-II is
observed.
链接：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/996017/

16.标题：Machine Learning in Genomic Medicine: A Review of Computational Problems and Data
Sets
作者：Michael K. K. Leung ; Andrew Delong ; Babak Alipanahi ; Brendan J. Frey
出处：Proceedings of the IEEE
Volume: 104 Issue: 1 Date : Jan. 2016
Page(s): 176 - 197
DOI: 10.1109/JPROC.2015.2494198
摘要： In this paper, we provide an introduction to machine learning tasks that address important
problems in genomic medicine. One of the goals of genomic medicine is to determine how variations
in the DNA of individuals can affect the risk of different diseases, and to find causal explanations so
that targeted therapies can be designed. Here we focus on how machine learning can help to model
the relationship between DNA and the quantities of key molecules in the cell, with the premise that
these quantities, which we refer to as cell variables, may be associated with disease risks. Modern
biology allows high-throughput measurement of many such cell variables, including gene expression,
splicing, and proteins binding to nucleic acids, which can all be treated as training targets for
predictive models. With the growing availability of large-scale data sets and advanced computational
techniques such as deep learning, researchers can help to usher in a new era of effective genomic
medicine.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7347331/

17.标题：Data mining with big data
作者：Xindong Wu ; Xingquan Zhu ; Gong-Qing Wu ; Wei Ding
出处：IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering
Volume: 26 Issue: 1 Date : Jan. 2014
Page(s): 97 - 107
DOI: 10.1109/TKDE.2013.109
摘要： Big Data concern large-volume, complex, growing data sets with multiple, autonomous
sources. With the fast development of networking, data storage, and the data collection capacity, Big

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/996017/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7347331/
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Data are now rapidly expanding in all science and engineering domains, including physical,
biological and biomedical sciences. This paper presents a HACE theorem that characterizes the
features of the Big Data revolution, and proposes a Big Data processing model, from the data mining
perspective. This data-driven model involves demand-driven aggregation of information sources,
mining and analysis, user interest modeling, and security and privacy considerations. We analyze the
challenging issues in the data-driven model and also in the Big Data revolution.
链接：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6547630/

18.标题：Massive MIMO for next generation wireless systems
作者：Erik G. Larsson ; Ove Edfors ; Fredrik Tufvesson ; Thomas L. Marzetta
出处：IEEE Communications Magazine
Volume: 52 Issue: 2 Date : February 2014
Page(s): 186 - 195
DOI: 10.1109/MCOM.2014.6736761
摘要： Multi-user MIMO offers big advantages over conventional point-to-point MIMO: it works
with cheap single-antenna terminals, a rich scattering environment is not required, and resource
allocation is simplified because every active terminal utilizes all of the time-frequency bins. However,
multi-user MIMO, as originally envisioned, with roughly equal numbers of service antennas and
terminals and frequency-division duplex operation, is not a scalable technology. Massive MIMO
(also known as large-scale antenna systems, very large MIMO, hyper MIMO, full-dimension MIMO,
and ARGOS) makes a clean break with current practice through the use of a large excess of service
antennas over active terminals and time-division duplex operation. Extra antennas help by focusing
energy into ever smaller regions of space to bring huge improvements in throughput and radiated
energy efficiency. Other benefits of massive MIMO include extensive use of inexpensive low-power
components, reduced latency, simplification of the MAC layer, and robustness against intentional
jamming. The anticipated throughput depends on the propagation environment providing
asymptotically orthogonal channels to the terminals, but so far experiments have not disclosed any
limitations in this regard. While massive MIMO renders many traditional research problems
irrelevant, it uncovers entirely new problems that urgently need attention: the challenge of making
many low-cost low-precision components that work effectively together, acquisition and
synchronization for newly joined terminals, the exploitation of extra degrees of freedom provided by
the excess of service antennas, reducing internal power consumption to achieve total energy
efficiency reductions, and finding new deployment scenarios. This article presents an overview of the
massive MIMO concept and contemporary research on the topic.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6736761/

19.标题：Representation Learning: A Review and New Perspectives
作者：Yoshua Bengio ; Aaron Courville ; Pascal Vincent
出处：IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
Volume: 35 Issue: 8 Date : Aug. 2013
Page(s): 1798 - 1828
DOI: 10.1109/TPAMI.2013.50
摘要： The success of machine learning algorithms generally depends on data representation, and we
hypothesize that this is because different representations can entangle and hide more or less the
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different explanatory factors of variation behind the data. Although specific domain knowledge can
be used to help design representations, learning with generic priors can also be used, and the quest
for AI is motivating the design of more powerful representation-learning algorithms implementing
such priors. This paper reviews recent work in the area of unsupervised feature learning and deep
learning, covering advances in probabilistic models, autoencoders, manifold learning, and deep
networks. This motivates longer term unanswered questions about the appropriate objectives for
learning good representations, for computing representations (i.e., inference), and the geometrical
connections between representation learning, density estimation, and manifold learning.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6472238/

20.标题：Original Symbol Phase Rotated Secure Transmission Against Powerful Massive MIMO
Eavesdropper
作者：Bin Chen ; Chunsheng Zhu ; Wei Li ; Jibo Wei ; Victor C. M. Leung ; Laurence T. Yang
出处：IEEE Access
Volume: 4 Date : 2016
Page(s): 3016 - 3025
DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2016.2580673
摘要：Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has been extensively studied and considered
as a key enabling technology for the fifth generation (5G) wireless communication systems, due to its
potential to achieve high energy efficiency and spectral efficiency. As the concept of massive MIMO
becomes more popular, it is plausible that the eavesdroppers will also employ massive antennas,
which may remarkably enhance their ability to intercept the information. In this paper, motivated by
the need to protect against the eavesdroppers equipped with powerful large antenna arrays, which has
received scarce attention in the literature, a physical layer security approach called original symbol
phase rotated (OSPR) secure transmission scheme is proposed to defend against eavesdroppers
armed with unlimited antennas. The basic idea of the proposed OSPR scheme is to randomly rotate
the phase of original symbols at the base station (BS) before they are transmitted, so that the massive
MIMO eavesdropper will be confused by the intercepted signals, which may not represent the true
information symbols. However, the legitimate users are able to infer the correct phase rotations and
take proper inverse operations to recover the original symbols. We show that when the BS has a large
enough, but finite number of antennas, the proposed OSPR scheme can achieve a considerable
security performance in that the eavesdropper is unable to recover most of the original symbols, even
with unlimited antennas. The process and the security performance of the proposed OSPR scheme
are presented in detail. Simulation results are provided to further corroborate that the proposed OSPR
scheme is a potential green secure transmission candidate technique for the future wireless networks.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7491252/

21.标题：Faster R-CNN: Towards Real-Time Object Detection with Region Proposal Networks
作者：Shaoqing Ren ; Kaiming He ; Ross Girshick ; Jian Sun
出处：IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
Volume: 39 Issue: 6 Date : June 1 2017
Page(s): 1137 - 1149
DOI: 10.1109/TPAMI.2016.2577031
摘 要 ： State-of-the-art object detection networks depend on region proposal algorithms to
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hypothesize object locations. Advances like SPPnet [1] and Fast R-CNN [2] have reduced the
running time of these detection networks, exposing region proposal computation as a bottleneck. In
this work, we introduce a Region Proposal Network (RPN) that shares full-image convolutional
features with the detection network, thus enabling nearly cost-free region proposals. An RPN is a
fully convolutional network that simultaneously predicts object bounds and objectness scores at each
position. The RPN is trained end-to-end to generate high-quality region proposals, which are used by
Fast R-CNN for detection. We further merge RPN and Fast R-CNN into a single network by sharing
their convolutional features—using the recently popular terminology of neural networks
with ’attention’ mechanisms, the RPN component tells the unified network where to look. For the
very deep VGG-16 model [3] , our detection system has a frame rate of 5 fps (including all steps) on
a GPU, while achieving state-of-the-art object detection accuracy on PASCAL VOC 2007, 2012, and
MS COCO datasets with only 300 proposals per image. In ILSVRC and COCO 2015 competitions,
Faster R-CNN and RPN are the foundations of the 1st-place winning entries in several tracks. Code
has been made publicly available.
链接：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7485869/

22.标题：The Multimodal Brain Tumor Image Segmentation Benchmark (BRATS)
作者：Bjoern H. Menze ; Andras Jakab ; Stefan Bauer ; Jayashree Kalpathy-Cramer ; Keyvan
Farahani ; Justin Kirby ; Yuliya Burren ; Nicole Porz ; Johannes Slotboom ; Roland Wiest ; Levente
Lanczi ; Elizabeth Gerstner ; Marc-André Weber ; Tal Arbel ; Brian B. Avants ; Nicholas Ayache ;
Patricia Buendia ; D. Louis Collins ; Nicolas Cordier ; Jason J. Corso ; Antonio Criminisi ; Tilak Das ;
Hervé Delingette ; Çağatay Demiralp ; Christopher R. Durst ; Michel Dojat ; Senan Doyle ; Joana
Festa ; Florence Forbes ; Ezequiel Geremia ; Ben Glocker ; Polina Golland ; Xiaotao Guo ; Andac
Hamamci ; Khan M. Iftekharuddin ; Raj Jena ; Nigel M. John ; Ender Konukoglu ; Danial Lashkari ;
José António Mariz ; Raphael Meier ; Sérgio Pereira ; Doina Precup ; Stephen J. Price ; Tammy
Riklin Raviv ; Syed M. S. Reza ; Michael Ryan ; Duygu Sarikaya ; Lawrence Schwartz ; Hoo-Chang
Shin ; Jamie Shotton ; Carlos A. Silva ; Nuno Sousa ; Nagesh K. Subbanna ; Gabor Szekely ; Thomas
J. Taylor ; Owen M. Thomas ; Nicholas J. Tustison ; Gozde Unal ; Flor Vasseur ; Max Wintermark ;
Dong Hye Ye ; Liang Zhao ; Binsheng Zhao ; Darko Zikic ; Marcel Prastawa ; Mauricio Reyes ;
Koen Van Leemput
出处：IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging
Volume: 34 Issue: 10 Date : Oct. 2015
Page(s): 1993 - 2024
DOI: 10.1109/TMI.2014.2377694
摘要： In this paper we report the set-up and results of the Multimodal Brain Tumor Image
Segmentation Benchmark (BRATS) organized in conjunction with the MICCAI 2012 and 2013
conferences. Twenty state-of-the-art tumor segmentation algorithms were applied to a set of 65
multi-contrast MR scans of low- and high-grade glioma patients - manually annotated by up to four
raters - and to 65 comparable scans generated using tumor image simulation software. Quantitative
evaluations revealed considerable disagreement between the human raters in segmenting various
tumor sub-regions (Dice scores in the range 74%-85%), illustrating the difficulty of this task. We
found that different algorithms worked best for different sub-regions (reaching performance
comparable to human inter-rater variability), but that no single algorithm ranked in the top for all
sub-regions simultaneously. Fusing several good algorithms using a hierarchical majority vote
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yielded segmentations that consistently ranked above all individual algorithms, indicating remaining
opportunities for further methodological improvements. The BRATS image data and manual
annotations continue to be publicly available through an online evaluation system as an ongoing
benchmarking resource.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6975210/

23.标题：Automotive radars: A review of signal processing techniques
作者：Sujeet Milind Patole ; Murat Torlak ; Dan Wang ; Murtaza Ali
出处：IEEE Signal Processing Magazine
Volume: 34 Issue: 2 Date : March 2017
Page(s): 22 - 35
DOI: 10.1109/MSP.2016.2628914
摘要：Automotive radars, along with other sensors such as lidar, (which stands for "light detection
and ranging"), ultrasound, and cameras, form the backbone of self-driving cars and advanced driver
assistant systems (ADASs). These technological advancements are enabled by extremely complex
systems with a long signal processing path from radars/sensors to the controller. Automotive radar
systems are responsible for the detection of objects and obstacles, their position, and speed relative to
the vehicle. The development of signal processing techniques along with progress in the
millimeter-wave (mm-wave) semiconductor technology plays a key role in automotive radar systems.
Various signal processing techniques have been developed to provide better resolution and estimation
performance in all measurement dimensions: range, azimuth-elevation angles, and velocity of the
targets surrounding the vehicles. This article summarizes various aspects of automotive radar signal
processing techniques, including waveform design, possible radar architectures, estimation
algorithms, implementation complexity-resolution trade off, and adaptive processing for complex
environments, as well as unique problems associated with automotive radars such as pedestrian
detection. We believe that this review article will combine the several contributions scattered in the
literature to serve as a primary starting point to new researchers and to give a bird's-eye view to the
existing research community.
链接：http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7870764/

24.标题：Software-Defined Networking: A Comprehensive Survey
作 者 ： Diego Kreutz ; Fernando M. V. Ramos ; Paulo Esteves Veríssimo ; Christian Esteve
Rothenberg ; Siamak Azodolmolky ; Steve Uhlig
出处：Proceedings of the IEEE
Volume: 103 Issue: 1 Date : Jan. 2015
Page(s): 14 - 76
DOI: 10.1109/JPROC.2014.2371999
摘要： The Internet has led to the creation of a digital society, where (almost) everything is
connected and is accessible from anywhere. However, despite their widespread adoption, traditional
IP networks are complex and very hard to manage. It is both difficult to configure the network
according to predefined policies, and to reconfigure it to respond to faults, load, and changes. To
make matters even more difficult, current networks are also vertically integrated: the control and data
planes are bundled together. Software-defined networking (SDN) is an emerging paradigm that
promises to change this state of affairs, by breaking vertical integration, separating the network's
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control logic from the underlying routers and switches, promoting (logical) centralization of network
control, and introducing the ability to program the network. The separation of concerns, introduced
between the definition of network policies, their implementation in switching hardware, and the
forwarding of traffic, is key to the desired flexibility: by breaking the network control problem into
tractable pieces, SDN makes it easier to create and introduce new abstractions in networking,
simplifying network management and facilitating network evolution. In this paper, we present a
comprehensive survey on SDN. We start by introducing the motivation for SDN, explain its main
concepts and how it differs from traditional networking, its roots, and the standardization activities
regarding this novel paradigm. Next, we present the key building blocks of an SDN infrastructure
using a bottom-up, layered approach. We provide an in-depth analysis of the hardware infrastructure,
southbound and northbound application programming interfaces (APIs), network virtualization layers,
network operating systems (SDN controllers), network programming languages, and network
applications. We also look at cross-layer problems such as debugging and troubleshooting. In an
effort to anticipate the future evolution of this new paradigm, we discuss the main ongoing research
efforts and challenges of SDN. In particular, we address the design of switches and control platforms
- with a focus on aspects such as resiliency, scalability, performance, security, and dependability - as
well as new opportunities for carrier transport networks and cloud providers. Last but not least, we
analyze the position of SDN as a key enabler of a software-defined environment.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6994333/

25.标题：Toward Scalable Systems for Big Data Analytics: A Technology Tutorial
作者：Han Hu ; Yonggang Wen ; Tat-Seng Chua ; Xuelong Li
出处：IEEE Access
Volume: 2 Date : 2014
Page(s): 652 - 687
DOI: 10.1109/ACCESS.2014.2332453
摘要： Recent technological advancements have led to a deluge of data from distinctive domains
(e.g., health care and scientific sensors, user-generated data, Internet and financial companies, and
supply chain systems) over the past two decades. The term big data was coined to capture the
meaning of this emerging trend. In addition to its sheer volume, big data also exhibits other unique
characteristics as compared with traditional data. For instance, big data is commonly unstructured
and require more real-time analysis. This development calls for new system architectures for data
acquisition, transmission, storage, and large-scale data processing mechanisms. In this paper, we
present a literature survey and system tutorial for big data analytics platforms, aiming to provide an
overall picture for nonexpert readers and instill a do-it-yourself spirit for advanced audiences to
customize their own big-data solutions. First, we present the definition of big data and discuss big
data challenges. Next, we present a systematic framework to decompose big data systems into four
sequential modules, namely data generation, data acquisition, data storage, and data analytics. These
four modules form a big data value chain. Following that, we present a detailed survey of numerous
approaches and mechanisms from research and industry communities. In addition, we present the
prevalent Hadoop framework for addressing big data challenges. Finally, we outline several
evaluation benchmarks and potential research directions for big data systems.
链接： http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6842585/
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二、ACM 最新会议

（来源：http://www.acm.org/）
1. 会议名称：International-Workshop-IWST_17
IWST17 — International Workshop on Smalltalk Technologies
会议地点：Maribor, Slovenia;
会议时间：September August 5th, 2017
会议简介：Goals and scopes
The goals of the workshop is to create a forum around advances or experience in Smalltalk and to
trigger discussions and exchanges of ideas. The topics of your paper can be on all aspect of Smalltalk,
theoretical as well as practical. Participants are invited to submit research articles or industrial papers.
This year we want to open two different tracks: one research track and one industrial track with less
scientific constraints.
We expect papers of three kinds:
Short position papers describing emerging ideas Long research papers with deeper description of
experiments and of research results. Industrial papers with presentation of real and innovative
Smalltalk applications; this kind of paper should enlighten why Smalltalk is really appropriate for
your application. We will not enforce any length restriction.
Important Dates
Submission deadline: June 16th, 2017
Notification deadline: July 21th, 2017
Workshop: between September 4th and 8th, 2017
All accepted papers will be published in ACM DL
Topics
We welcome contributions on all aspects, theoretical as well as practical, of Smalltalk related topics
such as:
Aspect-oriented programming,
Design patterns,
Experience reports,
Frameworks,
Implementation, new dialects or languages implemented in Smalltalk,
Interaction with other languages,
Meta-programming and Meta-modeling,
Tools
Best Paper Award
To encourage the submission of high-quality papers, the IWST organizing committee is very proud to
announce a Best Paper Award for this edition of IWST.
We thank the Lam Research Corporation for its financial contribution which makes it possible for
prizes for the three best papers: 1000 USD for first place, 600 USD for second place and 400 USD
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for third place.
The ranking will be decided by the program committee during the review process. The awards will
be given during the ESUG conference social event.
The Best Paper Award will take place only with a minimum of six submissions. Notice also that to be
illegible, a paper must be presented at the workshop by one of the author and that the presenting
author must be registered at the ESUG conference.
链接：http://www.esug.org/wiki/pier/Conferences/2017/International-Workshop-IWST_17

2.会议名称：The 3rd ACM International Conference on the Theory of Information Retrieval-ICTIR
2017
会议地点：Amsterdam
会议时间：October 1-4 2017 |
会议简介：The ACM SIGIR International Conference on the Theory of Information Retrieval (ICTIR)
provides a forum for the presentation and discussion of research related to the foundational aspects of
Information Retrieval (IR), including, for example, human search processes, search and
recommendation, learning and optimization, language and representations, sensory information,
artificial intelligence, ethics and responsibility.
The conference explicitly welcomes papers on core IR and any paper on connections between IR and
its neighboring disciplines. To accommodate this multidisciplinary focus, ICTIR 2017 is organized
around five tracks:
✖Information retrieval
✖Human information access
✖Machine learning
✖Natural language processing
✖Perception
Contributions could be (a) conceptual papers that explore key concepts, (b) more theoretical papers
that model concepts and/or relations between concepts, or (c) papers that study theory in
experimental or industrial settings.We welcome experimental and industrial papers that validate
approaches from the lens of practical applicability. Such papers should, apart from validating the
practical applicability of an existing approach, provide a clear message to the community as to which
aspects need further (theoretical) investigation, based on the experimental findings.
Topics
The topic areas covered by ICTIR include any topic of relevance to core IR and connections between
IR and its neighboring disciplines. Examples are:
✖ Information Retrieval track
Queries and query analysis, retrieval models and ranking, search engine architectures and scalability,
filtering and recommendation, evaluation, Web and social media search, IR and structured data,
search applied to the Internet of Things, IR for social good, ethics and responsibility, other areas of
IR including digital libraries, enterprise search, genomics IR, legal IR, patent search, text reuse, new
retrieval problems.
✖ Human Information Access track
Understanding humans, interaction techniques, modeling and simulation of information interaction,
information seeking, interactive search and recommendation, including task-based and exploratory
search, personalized search, social and collaborative search, search interfaces, whole session support,
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and other new problems and applications of human-centered work.
✖ Machine Learning track
Statistical learning algorithms, online learning, bandit algorithms, kernel methods, graphical models,
Gaussian processes, Bayesian methods, neural networks, deep learning, dimensionality reduction and
manifold learning, hyper-parameter and model selection, structured learning, Markov decision
processes, reinforcement learning, dynamical systems, recurrent networks.
✖ Natural Language Processing track
Text representation, document structure, linguistic analysis, cross- and multi-lingual IR, information
extraction, sentiment analysis, clustering, classification, topic models, facets, text streams, generation,
semantics, dialog systems.
✖ Perception track
Image search, video search, speech recognition, multimedia content analysis, music and audio
analysis
Submissions
All submissions must describe work that is not previously published, not accepted for publication
elsewhere, and not currently under review elsewhere. The same work cannot be submitted as both a
long paper and a short paper.All submissions must be in English, in PDF format, and in two-column
format. Long paper submissions should not exceed 8 pages, including references and figures. Short
papers should not exceed 4 pages, including references and figures. Suitable LaTeX and Word
templates for ICTIR are available from the ACM website.
The algorithms, resources and methods used within a paper should be described as completely as
possible. Authors may upload supplementary material, including detailed descriptions, test datasets,
or code; however, this information is not part of the submission proper, and will be read only at the
discretion of the reviewers.
The review process for all submissions is double-blind, and authors must take all reasonable steps to
conceal their identity. Submissions will be rejected without review if they are over the specified page
limit, or if they violate the formatting guidelines in other ways (such as the use of too-small fonts,
including in graphs and figures), or if they are not anonymous, or if they are incomplete.
链接：http://sigir.org/ictir2017/call-for-papers/

3.会议名称：The 23rd Annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and Networking
会议地点：Snowbird，Utah，USA
会议时间：OCT 16-20
会议简介：ACM MobiCom 2017, the Annual International Conference on Mobile Computing and
Networking, is the twenty third in a series of annual conferences sponsored by ACM SIGMOBILE
dedicated to addressing the challenges in the areas of mobile computing and wireless and mobile
networking. The MobiCom conference series serves as a highly selective, premier international
forum addressing networks, systems, algorithms, and applications that support mobile computers and
wireless networks. In addition to the regular conference program, MobiCom 2017 will include a set
of workshops, panels, research demonstrations, and a poster session that includes the ACM Student
Research Competition. MobiCom will again feature the mobile app competition successfully
introduced three years ago. The conference will be held at the SnowBird resort close to Salt Lake
City, Utah, USA.
链接：https://www.sigmobile.org/mobicom/2017/
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4.会议名称：The Second ACM/IEEE Symposium on Edge Computing
会议地点：San Jose, CA,
会议时间：October 12-14, 2017
会议简介："Edge computing" is a new paradigm in which the resources of a small data center are
placed at the edge of the Internet, in close roximity to mobile devices, sensors, and end users, and the
emerging Internet of Things. Terms such as "cloudlets," "micro data centers," and "fog" have been
used in the literature to refer to these small, edge-located data centers. They all represent
counterpoints to the theme of consolidation and massive data centers that has dominated discourse in
cloud computing.
The edge of the Internet is a unique place. Located just one wireless hop away from associated
mobile devices, it offers ideal placement for low-latency offload infrastructure to support emerging
applications such as augmented reality and wearable cognitive assistance. It is an optimal site for
aggregating, analyzing and distilling bandwidth-hungry sensor data from devices such as video
cameras. In the Internet of Things, it offers a natural vantage point for organizational access control,
privacy, administrative autonomy and responsive analytics. In vehicular systems, it marks the
junction between the well-connected inner world of a moving vehicle and its tenuous reach into the
cloud. New challenges and opportunities arise as the consolidation of cloud computing meets the
dispersion of edge computing. SEC 2017 is a new conference that focuses on them. Building upon
the success of inaugural SEC, the organizing committee is delighted to invite you to Symposium on
Edge Computing 2017, to be held in San Jose, California.
链接：http://acm-ieee-sec.org/2017/

5.会议名称：5th International Conference on Human-Agent Interaction
会议地点：CITEC, Bielefeld
会议时间：17.- 20. October 2017 |
会议简介：Welcome to the 5th International Conference on Human Agent Interaction
HAI 2017 is the 5th annual International Conference on Human-Agent Interaction. It aims to be the
premier interdisciplinary venue for discussing and disseminating state-of-the-art research and results
that have implications across conventional interaction boundaries including robots, software agents
and digitally-mediated human-human communication.
The theme for HAI 2017 is“How autonomy shapes interaction”. During the last decade a large body
of research has been devoted on increasing the interaction quality with artificial agents. This has now
reached a quite convincing level for focused application scenarios. However, with robots and agents
entering our everyday lives such scenarios will require more initiative and flexibility from the agent,
i.e. more autonomy.
Such autonomous behavior means, on the other hand, that the interaction will become less
predictable. This may become problematic given the strong research focus on statistical behavior
models that focus on observable behavior based on rather shallow structures. These models may not
be able to capture the underlying interaction structure in less restricted scenarios. We thus need a
better understanding and model of the underlying interaction principles that not only takes situational
and task aspects into account but also includes detailed user models.
Therefore, a stronger research focus is needed to better understand the underlying principles of
interaction between autonomous agents, leading to better and deeper models of interaction. We thus
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encourage contributions that try to tackle this question by focusing on more realistic and life-like
scenarios.
The conference seeks contributions from a broad range of fields spanning engineering, computer
science, psychology and sociology, and will cover diverse topics, including: human-robot interaction,
affective computing, computer-supported collaborative work, gaming and serious games, artificial
intelligence, and more.
链接：http://hai-conference.net/hai2017/

6.会议名称：ACM ISS 2017
会议地点：BRIGHTON, UK
会议时间：OCT 17-20，2017
会议简介：We welcome you to the 2017 ACM International Conference on Interactive Surfaces and
Spaces, taking place from October 17 to 20 in Brighton, UK. As the 12th event in an annual series
starting in 2006, ACM ISS (formerly known as ACM ITS) is the premier venue for research
addressing the design, development and use of new and emerging tabletop, digital surface, interactive
spaces and multi-surface technologies. Over the years ISS has been a venue for research and
applications of interactive surfaces as well as spaces, which has been acknowledged by the
incorporation of 'Space' into our conference identity for 2017.
Interactive Surfaces and Spaces increasingly pervade our everyday life, appearing in various sizes,
shapes, and application contexts, offering a rich variety of ways to interact. The vibrant city of
Brighton will be the ideal host for bringing together researchers and innovators from a variety of
backgrounds from all over the world.
We are looking forward to seeing you at ISS '17 in Brighton.
链接：http://iss2017.acm.org/

7.会议名称：The 19th International ACM SIGACCESS Conference on Computers and Accessibility
会议地点：Sheraton Inner Harbor Hotel
Baltimore, Maryland
会议时间：OCTOBER 29 - NOVEMBER 1
会议简介：The 19th International ACM SIGACCESS Conference on Computers and Accessibility
The ASSETS conference explores the design, evaluation, and use of computing and information
technologies to benefit people with disabilities and older adults. ASSETS is the premier forum for
presenting innovative research on mainstream and specialized assistive technologies, accessible
computing, and assistive applications of computer, network, and information technologies. This
includes the use of technology by and in support of:
Individuals who are Deaf/deaf or hard-of-hearing
Individuals who are blind or visually impaired
Individuals with other sensory impairments
Individuals with motor impairments
Individuals with memory, learning and cognitive impairments
Individuals with multiple impairments
Older adults with diverse capabilities
Professionals who work with these populations
链接：http://assets17.sigaccess.org/
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8.会 议 名 称 ： the International Conference on Computer-Human Interaction Research and
Applications (CHIRA)
会议地点：Funchal，Madeira-Portugal
会议时间：OCT 31-NOV 2,2017
会议简介：The purpose of the International Conference on Computer-Human Interaction Research
and Applications (CHIRA) is to bring together professionals, academics and students who are
interested in the advancement of research and practical applications of human-technology &
human-computer interaction. Five parallel tracks will be held, covering different aspects of
Computer-Human Interaction, including Interaction Design, Human Factors, Entertainment,
Cognition, Perception, User-Friendly Software and Systems, Pervasive Technologies and Interactive
Devices.
Papers describing original work on advanced methods, prototypes, systems, tools and techniques as
well as general survey papers indicating future directions are encouraged. Accepted papers will be
presented at the conference by one of the authors and published in the Proceedings of CHIRA, which
will be placed on at least one Digital Library and sent for indexation by the major international
indexes.
CONFERENCEAREAS
1 . Human Factors and Information Systems
2 . Pervasive Technologies and Applications
3 . Interactive Devices
4 . Interaction Design
5 . Adaptive and Intelligent Systems
链接：http://www.chira.scitevents.org/

9.会议名称：ACM CCS 2017
会议地点：Dallas, USA
会议时间：Oct 30th -- Nov 3rd,
会议简介：About CCS
The ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security (CCS) is the flagship annual
conference of the Special Interest Group on Security, Audit and Control (SIGSAC) of the Association
for Computing Machinery (ACM). The conference brings together information security researchers,
practitioners, developers, and users from all over the world to explore cutting-edge ideas and results.
It provides an environment to conduct intellectual discussions. From its inception, CCS has
established itself as a high-standard research conference in its area.
链接：https://www.sigsac.org/ccs/CCS2017/index.html

10.会议名称：SOSP 2017
会议地点：Shanghai, China.
会议时间：October 28–31, 2017
会议简介：The biennial ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles is the world's premier
forum for researchers, developers, programmers, and teachers of computer systems technology.
Academic and industrial participants present research and experience papers that cover the full range
of theory and practice of computer systems software.

http://www.chira.scitevents.org/
https://www.sigsac.org/ccs/CCS2017/index.html
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SOSP 2017 will be held during October 28–31, 2017 in Shanghai, China.
链接：https://www.sigops.org/sosp/sosp17/

11.会议名称：The 7th International Conference on the Internet of Things (IoT 2017)
会议地点：Linz, Austria
会议时间：October 22–25, 2017
会议简介： The rapid advancement and ubiquitous penetration of mobile network, web based
information creation and sharing, and software defined networking technology have been enabling
sensing, predicting and controlling of physical world with information technology. Every business
process can be empowered, and therefore, various industries redesign their business models and
processes along Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm. To maximize the social and economic benefit of
the technology, issues of interoperability, mashing up data, developing open platforms and
standardization across technology layers have to be addressed.
Pervasive connectivity, smart devices and demand for data testify to an IoT that will continue to grow
by leaps and bounds. Computing power is dropping in price while new sensors are being developed
and incorporated into everyday objects, and as people buy into IoT technology, economies of scale
lend themselves to the creation of ever more data-centric businesses. Instrumenting and connecting
devices has massive potential to deliver value, but there is need for a coordinated effort when rolling
out the next generation of self-reporting paradigms. With the strong supports from industry and
academia the international conference on Internet of Things has become the premier gathering place
for visionary, academic researchers and practitioners around IoT. The 7th International Conference
on the Internet of Things (IoT 2017), building on the success of its predecessors since 2008, is the
premier forum for such efforts, to share, discuss and witness cutting edge research in all areas of
development for the Internet of Things.
The Internet of Things Conference is seeking original, high impact research papers on all topics
related to the development of the Internet of Things. Papers will be reviewed and selected based on
technical novelty, integrity of the analysis and social impacts and practical relevance.
链接：http://iot-conference.org/iot2017/

12.会议名称：ACM Internet Measurement Conference 2017
会议地点：London,UK
会议时间：NOV 1-3
会议简介：The 2017 Internet Measurement Conference (IMC) is a three-day event focusing on
Internet measurement and analysis. The conference is sponsored jointly by ACM SIGCOMM and
ACM SIGMETRICS. IMC 2017 is the 17th in a series of highly successful Internet Measurement
Workshops and Conferences.
The ACM IMC 2017 conference will be held in London, United Kingdom on November 1-3, 2017.
链接：http://conferences.sigcomm.org/imc/2017/

https://www.sigops.org/sosp/sosp17/
http://iot-conference.org/iot2017/
http://conferences.sigcomm.org/imc/2017/
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三、AIAA最新会议

（来源：http://www.aiaa.org/）
1.会议名称：36th Digital Avionics Systems Conference
会议时间：10 - 11 September 2017 |
会议地点：St. Petersburg, Florida
会议简介：The conference theme for the 36th DASC is the design of technologies, procedures, and
regulations to safely and efficiently accommodate a diverse spectrum of platform types into space
and into modern civil airspace systems. Participants will be challenged to show how their work helps
to develop, promote, or enable multiple classes of users (Commercial, Civil, General Aviation,
Military, Recreational) access to space and global civil airspaces. Civil aviation faces challenges of
new requirements and legacy platforms that can be expensive to modernize. The emergence of
private and commercial space launch capabilities brings new challenges in technical, regulatory, and
security arenas. An increased reliance upon automated systems puts fresh emphasis on the
importance of Cyber security across the spectrum of user environments (ground, air, space). The
continued growth of Unmanned Systems, especially among Recreational users, remain a significant
factor in Air Traffic Management planning and risk mitigation. The progress of Commercial
applications for automated transportation and delivery of goods and services (both ground and air)
promises exciting capabilities but faces serious challenges in technologies, procedures, and
government regulations. General Aviation users will soon include personal vehicles that do not
require traditional airport infrastructures. Military aircraft (manned and unmanned) must soon obey
the same requirements as Civil and Commercial platforms for domestic and international flight.
链接：http://2017.dasconline.org/

2. 会议名称：68th International Astronautical Congress
会议时间：25 - 29 September 2017 |
会议地点：Adelaide, Australia
会议简介：The Space Industry Association of Australia is your host for IAC2017 in Adelaide
Australia. On behalf of all members of the Australian space sector – industry, government and
academe – we look forward to welcoming you in Adelaide from 25-29 September 2017. You will
meet old friends and make new ones. And we have a chance to make you feel at home.
链接：http://www.iac2017.org/

3.会议名称：International Symposium for Personal and Commercial Spaceflight (ISPCS)
会议时间：11 - 12 October 2017 |
会议地点： Las Cruces, New Mexico
会议简介：The Symposium is a dialog between our speakers and audience. Together we capture the
growth and diversification of the global commercial space industry in short powerful talks. Today,
the impact of the commercial space industry exceeds all expectations. Its contractors, suppliers,
government partners and entrepreneurs demonstrate broad, tangible added value to investors and
taxpayers. It is the ongoing work of thousands of us, as we create demand for new space tech
products and services that grow new markets.

http://www.aiaa.org/
http://2017.dasconline.org/
http://www.iac2017.org/
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It’s people who create our products. It’s the people who make a difference. Meet them at ISPCS.
Join us.
链接：https://ispcs.com/

4.会议名称： 1st International Academy of Astronautics (IAA) Conference on Space Situational
Awareness
会议时间：13 - 15 November 2017 |
会议地点：Orlando, Florida
会 议 简 介 ： Through sponsorship from AIAA and the IAA, the Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering Department of the University of Florida (UF) invites you to attend the first International
Academy of Astronautics (IAA) Conference on Space Situational Awareness (ICSSA). The ICSSA
will be hosted at the DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Orlando East-UCF Area, in Orlando, Florida, USA,
from November 13th to November 15th 2017. In addition to UF and IAA, we are supported by the
University of Arizona, the Ohio State University, Texas A&M, and the University of Central Florida
(UCF).
链接：http://www.aiaa.org/icssa2017/

5.会议名称：AIAAAerospace Sciences Meeting
会议时间：8 - 12 January 2018 |
会议地点： Kissimmee, Florida
会议简介：AIAAAerospace Sciences Meeting
The interdisciplinary nature of aerospace engineering has contributed to tremendous research
advances that have inspired new and novel industrial applications. Some of the innovative
developments of aerospace technologies in recent times include new shock wave assisted
applications in the realm of medicine, drug delivery systems, biotechnology, and manufacturing,
space solar power systems, energy storage systems, fuels cells, use of supercomputers, development
of transdisciplinary computational techniques, and cryogenic applications. The carbon fiber based
composites used as heat shield material during reentry are today used to manufacture cost-effective
artificial limbs for people with physical disabilities. The manufacturing techniques specially
developed for machining components for aerospace applications have been instrumental in the
development of innovative heat exchanger systems for ground-based applications.
The AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting (ASM) is the first major multidisciplinary event of the year
for aerospace scientists and engineers from around the world to share and disseminate the latest
scientific knowledge and research. At ASM, you’ll discover new research that can be applied to your
industry, and you’ll meet the individuals who lead prime and subprime aerospace corporations, lead
and manage government programs, and create business and job opportunities.
链接：http://scitech.aiaa.org/asm/

6.会议名称：IEEE Aerospace Conference
会议时间：3 - 10 March 2018 |
会议地点：Big Sky, Montana
会议简介：The international IEEE Aerospace Conference, with AIAA and PHM Society as technical
cosponsors, is organized to promote interdisciplinary understanding of aerospace systems, their
underlying science and technology, and their applications to government and commercial endeavors.

https://ispcs.com/
http://www.aiaa.org/icssa2017/
http://scitech.aiaa.org/asm/
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The annual, weeklong conference, is set in a stimulating and thought provoking environment. The
2018 conference will be the 39th.
PEER REVIEWED PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS.
Each year, a large number of presentations are given by professionals distinguished in their fields and
by high-ranking members of the government and military.
SCIENCEANDAEROSPACE FRONTIERS.
The plenary sessions feature internationally prominent researchers working on frontiers of science
and engineering that may significantly impact the world we live in. Registrants are briefed on cutting
edge technologies emerging from and intersecting with their disciplines.
链接：http://www.aeroconf.org/

7.会议名称：The 15th International Conference on Space Operations SpaceOps 2018
会议时间：28 May - 1 June 2018 |
会议地点：Marseille, France
会议简介：SpaceOps 2018: Inspiring Humankind’s Future
Hosted this year by CNES (Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales) in Marseille, France, SpaceOps 2018
is a technical forum of the space operations community that addresses state-of-the-art operations
principles, methods, and tools. SpaceOps 2018 provides the opportunity for you to share experience,
challenges, and innovative solutions with colleagues from around the globe.
Consider attending and presenting in 2018. We need the best ideas, the brightest teams, and the most
insightful experiences to be presented to the broadest community of space operations professionals.
We are soliciting abstracts on the following topics:
Mission Design and Management
Operations Concepts and Flight Execution
Ground Systems Engineering and Data Management
Planning and Scheduling
Guidance, Navigation, and Control
Communications Architectures and Networks
Human Systems and Operations
Cross Support, Interoperability, and Standards
Training and Knowledge Transfer
Launcher, Rocket, and Balloon Operations
Small Satellite Operations
Commercial Space Operations
Inspiring the Next Generations (NEW!)
Selection Committee's choice of Topic Area (for those authors unsure which topic area to choose)
链接：http://www.aiaa.org/SpaceOps/

8.会议名称：AIAAAtmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference
会议时间：8–12 January 2018
会议地点：Gaylord Palms, Kissimmee, Florida
会议简介：The Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference provides a forum for presentation and
discussion of all technical areas related to atmospheric flight, bringing together experts from industry,
government, and academia on an international level. Presentations will cover the topics of aircraft

http://www.aeroconf.org/
http://www.aiaa.org/SpaceOps/
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dynamics, unsteady and high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics, flying qualities, system identification,
aerospace vehicle flight testing, projectile and missile dynamics, UAVs, MAVs, NAVs, expendable
and reusable launch vehicles, airships and hybrid airships, and reentry and aeroassist vehicles. These
technical sessions consist of formal presentations followed by an informal discussion. They are
intended to serve as a platform to bring together experts and other interested people, not only to
discuss technical aspects, but also to cultivate professional relationships.
链接：http://scitech.aiaa.org/AFM/

四、IEEE最新会议

（来源：http://www.ieee.org/index.html）
1. 会 议 名 称 ： 2017 IEEE 11th International Conference on Application of Information and
Communication Technologies (AICT)
会议时间：20 Sep - 22 Sep 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 31 May 2017
Final submission deadline: 20 Jul 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 20 Jun 2017
会议地点：V.A. Trapeznikov Institute of Control Sciences of Russian Academy of Sciences
65 Profsoyuznaya street
Moscow, Russia
会议简介： Big Data Management and Application Data Mining and Data Engineering Cyber
Security Issues Latest Trends in ICT Application Communication, network and hardware ICT in
Business Administration, Finance and Economy ICT in Governance and Government Policy Making
ICT in Education, Humanities, Social Sciences and Research
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41663

2.会议名称：2017 2nd International Conference on Power and Renewable Energy (ICPRE)
会议时间：20 Sep - 23 Sep 2017
Abstract submission deadline: 10 Jun 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 10 Jun 2017
Final submission deadline: 30 Jul 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 10 Jul 2017
会议地点：UESTC
No. 2006 Xiyuan Ave.
West High-tech District
Chengdu, China
会议简介： It features invited keynote speeches, peer-reviewed paper presentations, and academic
visit. This conference provides opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas and application
experiences face to face, to establish business or research relations and to find global partners for
future collaboration.
链接：

http://scitech.aiaa.org/AFM/
http://www.ieee.org/index.html
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41663
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http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=42495

3.会 议 名 称 ： 2017 Eighth International Workshop on Signal Design and Its Applications in
Communications (IWSDA)
会议时间：24 Sep - 28 Sep 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 28 Apr 2017
Final submission deadline: 28 Dec 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 30 Jun 2017
会议地点：Hokkaido University
Kita 8, Nishi 5,
Kita-ku
Sapporo, Japan
会议简介：The aim of the workshop is to foster fruitful interactions among signal designers, coding
theorists, cryptographic researchers and communications practitioners from all over the world.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41376

4.会议名称：2017 IEEE International Integrated Reliability Workshop (IIRW)
会议时间：08 Oct - 12 Oct 2017
Abstract submission deadline: 10 Jul 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 12 Oct 2017
Final submission deadline: 01 Nov 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 14 Aug 2017
会议地点：Stanford Sierra Conference Center
130 Fallen Leaf Road
South Lake Tahoe, CA, USA
会议简介：The IEEE International Integrated Reliability Workshop (IIRW) focuses on ensuring
electronic device reliability through fabrication, design, testing, characterization, and simulation, as
well as identification of the defects and physical mechanisms responsible for reliability problems.
Topics include: resistive memories, high-k and nitrided SiO2 gate dielectrics, reliability assessment
of novel devices, III-V, SOI, emerging memory technologies, transistor reliability including hot
carriers and NBTI/PBTI, root cause defects (physical mechanisms and simulations), Cu interconnects
and low-k dielectrics, impact of transistor degradation on circuit reliability, MEMS and sensor
reliability, designing-in reliability (products, circuits, systems, processes), customer product
reliability requirements / manufacturer reliability tasks, wafer level reliability tests (test approaches
and reliability test structures), reliability modeling and simulation, optoelectronics, and single event
upsets.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41955

5.会议名称：2017 12th European Microwave Integrated Circuits Conference (EuMIC)
会议时间：08 Oct - 10 Oct 2017
Abstract submission deadline: 13 Feb 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 13 Feb 2017

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=42495
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41376
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41955
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Final submission deadline: 05 Jun 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 07 Apr 2017
会议地点：NÜRNBERG CONVENTION CENTER (NCC)
Messezentrum, NCC Ost
Nuremberg, Germany
会议简介：The EuMIC conference is jointly organized by GAAS® Association and EuMA and is the
premier European technical conference for RF microelectronics. Aim of the conference is to promote
the discussion of recent developments and trends, and to encourage the exchange of scientific and
technical information covering a broad range of high-frequency related topics, from materials and
technologies to integrated circuits and applications, that will be addressed in all of their aspects:
theory, simulation, design and measurement. If you are interested in anything about microwave and
RF IC's, the EuMIC conference is an exceptional venue to learn about the latest advances in the field
and meet recognized experts from both Industry and Academia.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41006

6.会议名称：2017 16th International Conference on Accelerator and Large Experimental Physics
Control Systems (ICALEPCS)
会议时间：08 Oct - 13 Oct 2017
Abstract submission deadline: 09 Apr 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 30 Sep 2017
会议地点：Palau de Congressos de Catalunya
Avinguda Diagonal, 661-671
Barcelona, Spain
会议简介：CALEPCS facilitates fruitful collaborations among the world´s control system specialists
from large scientific installations, such as particle accelerators, light sources, laser facilities,
telescopes, tokamaks, etc. ICALEPCS is a biennial series of conferences that is intended to: Provide
a forum for the interchange of ideas and information between control system specialists working on
large experimental physics facilities around the world(accelerators, particle detectors, fusion reactors,
telescopes, etc.); Create an archival literature of developments and progress in this rapidly changing
discipline; Promote, where practical, standardization in both hardware and software; Promote
collaboration between laboratories, institutes and industry.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41179

7.会议名称：2017 9th International Conference on Wireless Communications and Signal Processing
(WCSP)
会议时间：11 Oct - 13 Oct 2017
Abstract submission deadline: 15 Jun 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 15 Jun 2017
Final submission deadline: 15 Aug 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 15 Aug 2017
会议地点：Nanjing, China
会议简介：The conference aims to provide a forum that brings together researchers from academia

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41006
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41179
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and practitioners in industry to meet and exchange ideas and recent research work on all aspects of
wireless communications and signal processing. The scope of the conference covers a variety of
technical and applied topics in the areas of communication theory, wireless communications, wireless
networking, and signal processing.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41041

8.会议名称：2017 IEEE High Power Diode Lasers and Systems Conference (HPD)
Abstract submission deadline: 05 Sep 2017
会议时间：11 Oct - 12 Oct 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 05 Sep 2017
Final submission deadline: 05 Sep 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 22 Sep 2017
会议地点：Ricoh Arena
Phoenix Way
Folesghill
Coventry, United Kingdom
会议简介：This conference is the premier annual event addressing the latest advances in diode and
diode pumped laser technology and systems applications. The conference covers laser pump diodes;
diode pumped solid state and fibre lasers; applications of diode laser technology in consumer
products, processing, healthcare and biophotonics, defense and security.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=42500

9.会议名称：2017 International Conference on Embedded Software (EMSOFT)
会议时间：15 Oct - 20 Oct 2017
会议地点：Lotte Hotel
30 Eulji-ro, Euljiro 1(il)-ga
Jung-gu
Seoul, Korea (South)
会议简介：The ACM SIGBED International Conference on Embedded Software (EMSOFT) brings
together researchers and developers from academia, industry, and government to advance the science,
engineering, and technology of embedded software development. EMSOFT 2017 is part of the
Embedded Systems Week. Since 2001, EMSOFT has been the premier venue for cutting-edge
research in the design and analysis of software that interacts with physical processes, with a
long-standing tradition for results on cyber-physical systems, which compose computation,
networking, and physical dynamics.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41333

10. 会 议 名 称 ： 2017 9th International Conference on Information Technology and Electrical
Engineering (ICITEE)
会议时间：12 Oct - 13 Oct 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 01 Jul 2017

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41041
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=42500
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41333
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Final submission deadline: 15 Sep 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 01 Sep 2017
会议地点：Phuket, Thailand
会议简介：The 9th International Conference on Information Technology and Electrical Engineering,
ICITEE 2017, is an annual international conference organized by King Mongkut's Institute of
Technology Ladkrabang (KMITL), Bangkok, Thailand, and co-organized by Universitas Gadjah
Mada (UGM), Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Its theme is “Synergistic Technologies for the Future” and it
will be held in Phuket, Thailand, during October 12-13, 2017. ICITEE 2017 aims to strengthen the
collaboration and to provide a forum for academicians, professionals and researchers to discuss and
exchange their research results, innovative ideas, and experiences in all aspects of advanced and
synergistic technologies. The conference will feature regular paper presentations, invited sessions,
and keynote addresses.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41217

11.会议名称：2017 IEEE International Conference on Cyborg and Bionic Systems (CBS)
会议时间：17 Oct - 19 Oct 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 15 Jun 2017
Final submission deadline: 01 Sep 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 01 Aug 2017
会议地点：Friendship Hotel
Zhongguancun South Street No. 1
Haidian District
Beijing, China
会议简介：The main purpose of this workshop is to discuss frontier research and realistic application
on cyborg and bionic systems, which are concerned with hybrid fusion of organic and
biomechatronic body parts with the integration of some artificial components or technology like
bio-hybrid actuators and sensors, sponsored by the new TC on Cyborg and Bionic Systems. One of
the primary goal is to make an organism restored or enhanced beyond its original biological
characteristics. In particular, the cyborg and bionic systems is a promising research direction to meet
the requirements for better life of human beings, such as regeneration medicine, neuro-control, and
rescue relief. With rapid development of bionic technology and nanotechnology, we think that a
cyborg and bionic system can assist human to conquer many limitations such as disease, speed,
strength, as well as intelligence.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=40710

12.会议名称： 2017 IEEE 20th International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITSC)
会议时间：16 Oct - 19 Oct 2017
会议地点：Mielparque Yokohama
16, Yamashita-cho, Naka-ku
Yokohama, Japan
会 议 简 介 ： The IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference is the annual flagship

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41217
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=40710
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conference of the IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Society. This conference welcomes
articles in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems, dealing with new developments in theory,
analytical and numerical simulation and modeling, experimentation, demonstration, advanced
deployment and case studies, results of laboratory or field operational tests. ITSC 2017 especially
invites and encourages prospective authors to share their work, findings, perspectives and
developments, to mark 20 years of IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Conference.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=40621

13.会议名称：2017 IEEE/ACM 21st International Symposium on Distributed Simulation and Real
Time Applications (DS-RT)
会议时间：18 Oct - 20 Oct 2017
Abstract submission deadline: 05 May 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 05 May 2017
Final submission deadline: 10 Jul 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 05 Jun 2017
会议地点：Grand Hotel Palatino
Via Cavour, 213/M
Rome, Italy
会议简介：The 2017 IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Distributed Simulation and Real Time
Applications (DS-RT 2017) serves as a platform for simulationists from academia, industry and
research labs for presenting recent research results in Distributed Simulation and Real Time
Applications. DS-RT 2017 targets the growing overlap between large distributed simulations and real
time applications, such as collaborative virtual environments, pervasive and ubiquitous application
scenarios, motor-, controller-, sensor- and actuator-based systems. The conference features prominent
invited speakers as well as papers by top researchers in the field. DS-RT 2017 will include
contributed technical papers, invited papers, and panel discussions. The proceedings will be
published by IEEE-CS press. The IEEE/ACM DS-RT is at its 21st edition and it represents a major
appointment for the distributed simulation community.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41898

14.会议名称：2017 International Conference on Electron Devices and Solid-State Circuits (EDSSC)
会议时间：18 Oct - 20 Oct 2017
会议地点：National Tsing Hua University
No. 101, Section 2, Kuang-Fu Road
Hsinchu, Taiwan
会议简介：The EDSSC 2017 welcomes scientific papers in the field of Nanoelectronics, Memory
Device and Technology, Thin Gate Dielectrics, Photonic Devices, RF & Microwave Devices, Power
Devices, Sensors, imagers and MEMS, Organic Devices Device, Reliability Energy Efficient Devices,
Emerging Devices, Analog Circuits, Biomedical Circuits, Data Conversion Circuits, Digital and
Memory Circuits, Power Management Circuits, RF & Microwave Circuits, Wireless and Wireline
Communication Circuits.
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=40621
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41898
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http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=40140

15.会议名称： 2017 IEEE 4th International Conference Actual Problems of Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles Developments (APUAVD)
会议时间：17 Oct - 19 Oct 2017
Abstract submission deadline: 17 Jun 2017
Full Paper Submission deadline: 17 Jun 2017
Final submission deadline: 17 Sep 2017
Notification of acceptance date: 17 Aug 2017
会议地点：National Aviation University
Prospekt Komarova 1
Kiev, Ukraine
会议简介：The Conference is planned to be a forum of ideas exchange and results discussion in the
field of methods, algorithms of computer-aided design of UAV (aerodynamics, flight-technical,
characteristics, durability) data transmission channels equipment of UAV: navigation and motion
control systems, adaptive robust and optimal control systems useful load software, air traffic control
centre and maintenance of UAV
链接：

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41319

五、IQPC最新国防会议(Defence)

（来源：http://www.iqpc.com/）
1. 会议名称：Countering Drones Live Demo
会议时间：September 19 - 20, 2017
会议地点：Crowne Plaza Geneva, Geneva, United Kingdom
会 议 简 介 ： Countering Drones LIVEdemo forum is being convened in Geneva, Switzerland.
Organised with the official support of the Department for Security and Economy, Government of
Geneva, the conference will identify the essential improvements to capability and regulation. It will
also be the first event to include a live demonstration of counter drone technologies, hosted on a
Swiss Army training range. Airports, nuclear sites, prisons, government buildings, stadiums and other
public spaces are struggling to pre-empt the drone threat. Even as commercial counter-drone
solutions emerge, there is little clarity as to how these technologies may legally be deployed within a
congested civilian air space. For the first time last month, a UK passenger plane came close to
colliding with multiple drones in a single flight. Proof, as if it were needed, that the ongoing boom in
the global RPAmarket has growing implications for civilian security.
链接：https://counteringdroneslivedemo.iqpc.co.uk/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP

2.会议名称：Military Airlift 2017
会议时间：September 26 - 28, 2017
会议地点：Pestana Chelsea Bridge Hotel, London, United Kingdom

http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=40140
http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/conferencedetails/index.html?Conf_ID=41319
http://www.iqpc.com/
https://counteringdroneslivedemo.iqpc.co.uk/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP
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会议简介：Defence IQ is delighted to announce that our 14th annual Military Airlift conference will
be taking place in London this September. This established forum brings together leaders from the
international airlift community, providing a platform for sharing ideas, discussing shared challenges
and creating a marketplace for exploring airlift solutions.
Airlift is a sector of our industry in constant development; over the next 10 years, more than 800 new
military airlifters are set to be delivered at a value of $65 Billion. Research from the Joint Air Power
Competency Centre, as well as many government publications has highlighted Europe's
strategicairlift requirement gap; a reality which has engendered substantial commitments to increase
airlift capacity from European nations. This was arguably first demonstrated during Operation
Unified Protector over Libya in 2011, which demonstrated Europe's reliance on the US for airlift
capacity, particularly with regards to air-to-air refueling.
A key theme for 2017 is the collaborative effort to deliver strategic airlift, particularly across Europe.
Expert speakers will share their knowledge and experience around developing airlift capabilities that
are fully aligned with their operational requirements, within cost-constrained environments, and
whilst continually adapting to regulatory changes. Conference sessions will also focus on how
militaries, multi-national organisations and NGO’s are best able to incorporate air-chartering, joint
procurement, MRO, air-to-air refueling and pooling and sharing to improve operational airlift
capability.
Military Airlift 2017 is therefore the essential platform for our industry, featuring comprehensive
discussions and executive level presentations. We invite you to explore the website to view the
agenda and the speaker faculty, as it updates over the coming weeks.
链接：https://militaryairlift.iqpc.co.uk/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP

3.会议名称：9th Annual Geospatial Defence & Intelligence Asia Pacific
会议时间：September 26 - 27, 2017
会议地点：Singapore
会议简介：Advances in GIS technology means that it is becoming increasingly accepted and
mainstream. No longer confined to the domains of defence and national security, the public sector is
increasingly using GIS platform to lay the groundwork for an interconnected smart city. At our 9th
Annual Geospatial Intelligence Asia 2017, we are bringing together both the national security and the
smart planning communities to utilise advances in geospatial information to get actionable
intelligence to further policy and operational aims.
GIS provides one of the most invaluable tools for defence and public organisations – information.
GIS technology has become an indispensible tool to gather data and intel for purposes of analysing,
modeling, planning and building to fulfil the full spectrum of government functionalities.
Key themes this year include:
icon1
The use of GIS applications in military forces to revolutionise the way military forces operate
icon1
Using GIS applications to support the fight against terrorism
icon1
Enable mission success with authoritative information from GIS technology
icon1
Formulating a framework using GIS to develop into a world leading Smart City

https://militaryairlift.iqpc.co.uk/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP
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icon1
GIS innovations in the public sector for sustainable development
icon1
How GIS can be applied in a cutting-edge planning and analysis system for critical urban planning
and design work
链接：https://ginsasia.iqpc.sg/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP

4.会议名称：Offshore Patrol Vessels
会议时间：September 26 - 28, 2017
会议地点：SS Rotterdam, Rotterdam, Netherlands Antilles
会议简介：Given the highly diverse nature of an OPV’s mission, one of the major challenges faced
by today’s buyer is translating specific operational requirements into designs that will enable the
success of these missions.
At the world’s most established OPV conference, senior naval commanders, acquisition staff and
operators will discuss their requirements for an OPV and the resulting decisions that are made to help
support the demands of their respective Government department, Navy or Coast Guard.
Chaired by Vice Admiral (rtd) Matthieu Borsboom, Former Commander of the Royal Netherlands
Navy, the 2017 conference will deliver the most in-depth agenda to date by breaking down the OPV
and it’ s technologies into streams and discussion areas that will analyse future capability across
engine performance, combat systems, communications systems and acquisition management. The
sessions will be led by the capability developers, end users and acquisition staffers tasked with
bringing the vessels into service, and with delivering capability.
Beyond these discussion areas focusing on the application of technology on operations; this year’s
programme will also explore how improvements can be made to network capability and
interoperability in order improve intelligence-led decision-making; the increase in operational
envelope delivered through airborne platforms and discuss the benefits of manned and unmanned
rotary wing aircraft; and ensuring the extension of the lifecycle of an OPV by correctly investing in
maintenance.
The forum benefits from our international experience and series of region-specific events by bringing
together the most relevant and thought-provoking conference agenda to date:- including OPV
operators and industry stakeholders taking part from the Middle East, Latin America, Africa, Asia,
Europe and North America.
IQPC and lead sponsor Damen invite you to engage with leading industry at the only world class
event of this type to consistently provide access to supply chain opportunities and new customers.
Don't miss 2017's site visit!
The planned site visit for 2017 will take place on board a Royal Netherlands Navy Holland Class
OPV on 26 September, where the operator and developer will demonstrate the vessel’s operational
performance so far. Please enquire for more information.
链接：https://offshorepatrolvessels.iqpc.co.uk/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP

5.会议名称：ICS Cyber Security DACH
会议时间：September 26 - 27, 2017
会议地点：Sheraton Munich Arabellapark Hotel, Munich, -1, Germany
会议简介：Cyber Security for ICS, DACH is the must attend event in the DACH region that will

https://ginsasia.iqpc.sg/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP
https://offshorepatrolvessels.iqpc.co.uk/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP
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continue the tradition of the 3 successful ICS conferences in London, uniting both Control Systems
Managers with Cyber Security Managers to continue to address the key challenges that both parties
face when securing their industrial control systems.
Register now and interact with leading ICS Security professionals from across the DACH region
from a range of industries and develop your best practices and security policies.Attendees last year:
Heard from leading industrial cyber security professionals and take the opportunity to audit your own
ICS security strategies
Gained an understanding of which tools are available to help with your fight against cyber threat
actors
Listened to presentations from the German, Swiss and Austrian authorities and prepare your internal
policy on how to comply with regulations
链接：https://icscybersecuritydach.iqpc.co.uk/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP

6.会议名称：Homeland Security Week 2017
会议时间：October 23 - 25, 2017
会议地点：United States
会议简介： In a world with such incrediable uncertainty, it is now more improtant than ever that
industry leaders come together with leaders from across the federal government to discuss how to
best support one another. Join one of the Nations premiere Homeland Security events, coming this
fall to the Washington DC area, and hear about some of the most pressing issues within the
community with topics ranging from Counter Terrorism to Weapons of Mass Destruction and
everything in between.
The 12th Annual Homeland Security Week, taking place October 23-26th, will bring together top
homeland security leaders from government, industry and academia alike to take a deep dive into
current challenges and future requirements necessary for numerous government agencies, all directly
or indirectly responsible for U.S. homeland security, to facilitate a complex, joint, multilayered plan
to combat the evolving challenges our country faces.
Join 300+ attendees and 90 speakers for interactive keynote presentations, large scale panel
discussions, project updates, case studies, intimate roundtables, product demonstrations and more.
Now in its 12th successful year, Homeland Security Week 2017 is the educational platform for
discussing the future of homeland security.
链接：https://www.homelandsecurityweek.com/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP

7.会议名称：3rd Unmanned Maritime Systems
会议时间：October 25 - 27, 2017
会议地点：Washington, DC
会议简介：With a shift towards conventional warfare with peer threats in the foreseeable future, the
importance of Maritime Domain Awareness and Dominance is front and center as priority for success.
With the proliferation of surface and subsurface vessel technology and the growing threat
environment, it is important the unmanned platforms continue to develop in order to conduct the
dangerous, dirty jobs that prevent risking the lives of Sailors and Marines. Anti-Submarine Warfare,
Counter Mine operations and persistent ISR capability are just some of the mission sets that
autonomous and radio controlled Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs), and Unmanned Surface
Vehicles (USVs) can accomplish while keeping Servicemembers safe.

https://icscybersecuritydach.iqpc.co.uk/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP
https://www.homelandsecurityweek.com/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP
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Also critical to maintaining dominance in the Maritime Domain is developing a better
understanding of it. UUVs and USVs can help to conduct important Oceanography and Survey
missions that allow us to better understand the complex nature of subsurface operations, from
navigation to current and landscape the information gathered, shared and analyzed allows Naval
forces and commercial interests to better understand efficient, and effective ways to operate in the
Maritime domain.

Recent developments in radar and sensor technology, power generation, transfer and storage,
C4ISR capability, as well as delivery and recovery methods have led to a tipping point where
investment in Unmanned Maritime Systems can provide a significant advantage to our national
defense. Join us to explore the depths of this growing defense priority and shape the discussion of the
way ahead in Unmanned maritime systems.
链接：https://unmannedmaritimesystems.iqpc.com/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP

8.会议名称：4th Annual Maintenance Kuwait Summit 2018
会议时间：February 04 - 07, 2018
会议地点：Kuwait
会议简介：Thank you to our speakers, delegates, sponsors and exhibitors for making the 2017 edition
of the Maintenance Kuwait Summit a success.
It’s not too early to save the dates for the 2018 edition of the event. Watch this space for upcoming
updates and we look forward to seeing you again on 4-7 February 2018 in Kuwait.
ENQUIRE ABOUT THE 2018 EDITION NOW
Want to be part of the technical committee or submit a paper for the next event? Contact us now at
enquiry@iqpc.ae to learn more.
链接：https://maintenancekuwait.iqpc.ae/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP

六、ESI HOT PAPERS（ ENGINEERING）

（来源：http://www.webofknowledge.com/?DestApp=ESI）

1.引用次数:352
标题:DEEP LEARNING
作者:LECUN, Y;BENGIO, Y;HINTON, G
出处:NATURE 521 (7553): 436-444 MAY 28 2015
摘要：Deep learning allows computational models that are composed of multiple processing layers to
learn representations of data with multiple levels of abstraction. These methods have dramatically
improved the state-of-the-art in speech recognition, visual object recognition, object detection and
many other domains such as drug discovery and genomics. Deep learning discovers intricate
structure in large data sets by using the backpropagation algorithm to indicate how a machine should
change its internal parameters that are used to compute the representation in each layer from the
representation in the previous layer. Deep convolutional nets have brought about breakthroughs in
processing images, video, speech and audio, whereas recurrent nets have shone light on sequential

https://unmannedmaritimesystems.iqpc.com/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP
https://maintenancekuwait.iqpc.ae/?utm_medium=portal&mac=IQPCCORP
http://www.webofknowledge.com/?DestApp=ESI
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data such as text and speech.
地址:FACEBOOK AL RES, NEW YORK, NY 10003 USA;NEW YORK UNIV, NEW YORK, NY
10003 USA;UNIV MONTREAL, DEPT COMP SCI & OPERAT RES, MONTREAL, PQ H3C 3J7,
CANADA;GOOGLE, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043 USA;UNIV TORONTO, DEPT COMP SCI,
TORONTO, ON M5S 3G4, CANADA
电子邮件地址:yann@cs.nyu.edu

2.引用次数:214
标 题 :EFFICIENT ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS PROCESSED FROM HYDROCARBON
SOLVENTS
作者:ZHAO, JB;LI, YK;YANG, GF;JIANG, K;LIN, HR;ADE, H;MA, W;YAN, H
出处:NAT ENERGY 1: - JAN 25 2016
摘要：Organic solar cells have desirable properties, including low cost of materials, high-throughput
roll-to-roll production, mechanical flexibility and light weight. However, all top-performance devices
are at present processed using halogenated solvents, which are environmentally hazardous and would
thus require expensive mitigation to contain the hazards. Attempts to process organic solar cells from
non-halogenated solvents lead to inferior performance. Overcoming this hurdle, here we present a
hydrocarbon-based processing system that is not only more environmentally friendly but also yields
cells with power conversion efficiencies of up to 11.7%. Our processing system incorporates the
synergistic effects of a hydrocarbon solvent, a novel additive, a suitable choice of polymer side chain,
and strong temperature-dependent aggregation of the donor polymer. Our results not only
demonstrate a method of producing active layers of organic solar cells in an environmentally friendly
way, but also provide important scientific insights that will facilitate further improvement of the
morphology and performance of organic solar cells.
地 址 :HONG KONG UNIV SCI & TECHNOL, DEPT CHEM, KOWLOON, HONG KONG,
PEOPLES R CHINA;HONG KONG UNIV SCI & TECHNOL, ENERGY INST, KOWLOON,
HONG KONG, PEOPLES R CHINA;XI AN JIAO TONG UNIV, STATE KEY LAB MECH
BEHAV MAT, XIAN 710049, PEOPLES R CHINA;HKUST SHENZHEN RES INST, 9 YUEXING
1ST RD,HITECH PK, SHENZHEN 518057, PEOPLES R CHINA;NORTH CAROLINA STATE
UNIV, DEPT PHYS, RALEIGH, NC 27695 USA
电子邮件地址:msewma@mail.xjtu.edu.cn; hyan@ust.hk

3.引用次数:209
标题:SOLAR CELL EFFICIENCY TABLES (VERSION 46)
作者:GREEN, MA;EMERY, K;HISHIKAWA, Y;WARTA, W;DUNLOP, ED
出处:PROG PHOTOVOLTAICS 23 (7): 805-812 JUL 2015
摘要：Consolidated tables showing an extensive listing of the highest independently confirmed
efficiencies for solar cells and modules are presented. Guidelines for inclusion of results into these
tables are outlined, and new entries since January 2015 are reviewed. Copyright (c) 2015 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
地址 :UNIV NEW S WALES, AUSTRALIAN CTR ADV PHOTOVOLTA, SYDNEY, NSW 2052,
AUSTRALIA;NATL RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB, GOLDEN, CO 80401 USA;NATL INST ADV
IND SCI & TECHNOL, RES CTR PHOTOVOLTA TECHNOL RCPVT, TSUKUBA, IBARAKI
3058568, JAPAN;FRAUNHOFER INST SOLAR ENERGY SYST, DEPT SOLAR CELLS MAT &
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TECHNOL, D-79110 FREIBURG, GERMANY;COMMISS EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, JOINT
RES CTR, INST ENERGY, RENEWABLE ENERGY UNIT, IT-21027 ISPRA, VA, ITALY
电子邮件地址:m.green@unsw.edu.au

4.引用次数:163
标题:SOLAR CELL EFFICIENCY TABLES (VERSION 47)
作者:GREEN, MA;EMERY, K;HISHIKAWA, Y;WARTA, W;DUNLOP, ED
出处:PROG PHOTOVOLTAICS 24 (1): 3-11 JAN 2016
摘要：Consolidated tables showing an extensive listing of the highest independently confirmed
efficiencies for solar cells and modules are presented. Guidelines for inclusion of results into these
tables are outlined, and new entries since July 2015 are reviewed. Copyright (C) 2015 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
地址 :UNIV NEW S WALES, AUSTRALIAN CTR ADV PHOTOVOLTA, SYDNEY, NSW 2052,
AUSTRALIA;NATL RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB, 15013 DENVER WEST PKWY, GOLDEN,
CO 80401 USA;NATL INST ADV IND SCI & TECHNOL, RES CTR PHOTOVOLTA RCPV,
CENT 2,UMEZONO 1-1-1, TSUKUBA, IBARAKI 3058568, JAPAN;FRAUNHOFER INST
SOLAR ENERGY SYST, CHARACTERISAT & SIMULAT CALLAB CELLS, HEIDENHOFSTR
2, D-79110 FREIBURG, GERMANY;EUROPEAN COMMISS, JOINT RES CTR, RENEWABLE
ENERGY UNIT, INST ENERGY, VIA E FERMI 2749, I-21027 ISPRA, VA, ITALY
电子邮件地址:m.green@unsw.edu.au

5.引用次数:124
标 题 :FUZZY ADAPTIVE OUTPUT FEEDBACK CONTROL OF MIMO NONLINEAR
SYSTEMSWITH PARTIAL TRACKING ERRORS CONSTRAINED
作者:TONG, SC;SUI, S;LI, YM
出处:IEEE TRANS FUZZY SYST 23 (4): 729-742 AUG 2015
摘要： In this paper, a partial tracking error constrained fuzzy output-feedback dynamic surface
control (DSC) scheme is proposed for a class of uncertain multi-input and multi-output (MIMO)
nonlinear systems. The consideredMIMO nonlinear systems contain unknown functions and without
the requirement of their states being available for the controller design. With the help of fuzzy logic
systems identifying the MIMO unknown nonlinear systems, a fuzzy adaptive observer is established
to estimate the unmeasured states. By transforming the tracking errors into new virtual error variables
and based on the DSC backstepping recursive design technique, a new adaptive fuzzy
output-feedback control method is developed. It is proved that the proposed control approach can
guarantee that all the signals of the resulting closedloop system are bounded and the partial state
tracking errors are confined all times within the prescribed bounds. The simulation results and
comparisons with the previous control approaches confirm the effectiveness and utility of the
proposed scheme.
地址:LIAONING UNIV TECHNOL, DEPT MATH, JINZHOU 121001, LIAONING, PEOPLES R
CHINA
电子邮件地址:jztongsc@163.com; shuaisui2011@163.com; l_y_m_2004@163.com

6.引用次数:119
标题 :THREE DIMENSIONAL MESOSCOPIC SIMULATION OF MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT
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ON NATURAL CONVECTION OF NANOFLUID
作者:SHEIKHOLESLAMI, M;ELLAHI, R
出处:INT J HEATMASS TRANSFER 89: 799-808 OCT 2015
摘要： In this paper magnetohydrodynamics nanofluid hydrothermal treatment in a cubic cavity
heated from below is presented. The mathematical model consists of continuity and the momentum
equations, while a new model is proposed to see the effects Brownian motion on the effective
viscosity and thermal conductivity of nanofluid. The Lattice Boltzmann method is utilized to
simulate three dimensional problems. The Koo-Kleinstreuer-Li correlation is also taken into account.
Numerical calculation is made for different values of Hartmann number, nanoparticle volume
fraction and Rayleigh number. The results are presented graphically in terms of streamlines,
isotherms and isokinetic energy as well as Nusselt number. It is observed that the applying magnetic
field results in a force opposite to the flow direction that leads to drag the flow and then reduces the
convection currents by reducing the velocities. Also it can be concluded that Nusselt number is an
increasing function of Rayleigh number and nanofluid volume fraction while it is a decreasing
function of Hartmann number. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
地址 :BABOL UNIV TECHNOL, DEPT MECH ENGN, BABOL SAR, IRAN;IIUI, DEPT MATH
STAT, FBAS, ISLAMABAD, PAKISTAN;UNIV CALIF RIVERSIDE, DEPT MECH ENGN,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92521 USA
电子邮件地址:rellahi@engr.ucr.edu

7.引用次数:108
标 题 :A METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORK-DERIVED BIFUNCTIONAL OXYGEN
ELECTROCATALYST
作者:XIA, BY;YAN, Y;LI, N;WU, HB;LOU, XW;WANG, X
出处:NAT ENERGY 1: - JAN 11 2016
摘要： Oxygen electrocatalysis is of great importance for many energy storage and conversion
technologies, including fuel cells, metal-air batteries and water electrolysis. Replacing noble
metal-based electrocatalysts with highly efficient and inexpensive non-noble metal-based oxygen
electrocatalysts is critical for the practical applications of these technologies. Here we report a
general approach for the synthesis of hollow frameworks of nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes
derived from metal-organic frameworks, which exhibit higher electrocatalytic activity and stability
for oxygen reduction and evolution than commercial Pt/C electrocatalysts. The remarkable
electrochemical properties are mainly attributed to the synergistic effect from chemical compositions
and the robust hollow structure composed of interconnected crystalline nitrogen-doped carbon
nanotubes. The presented strategy for controlled design and synthesis of metal-organic
framework-derived functional nanomaterials offers prospects in developing highly active
electrocatalysts in electrochemical energy devices.
地 址 :NANYANG TECHNOL UNIV, SCH CHEM & BIOMED ENGN, 62 NANYANG DR,
SINGAPORE 637459, SINGAPORE
电子邮件地址:xwlou@ntu.edu.sg; WangXin@ntu.edu.sg

8.引用次数:107
标题 :PERFORMANCE MONITORING FOR VEHICLE SUSPENSION SYSTEM VIA FUZZY
POSITIVISTIC C-MEANS CLUSTERING BASED ONACCELEROMETER MEASUREMENTS
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作者:YIN, S;HUANG, ZH
出处:IEEE-ASME TRANS MECHATRON 20 (5): 2613-2620 OCT 2015
摘要： This paper focuses on fault detection and isolation for vehicle suspension systems. The
proposed method is divided into three steps: 1) confirming the number of clusters based on principal
component analysis; 2) detecting faults by fuzzy positivistic C-means clustering and fault lines; and 3)
isolating the root causes for faults by utilizing the Fisher discriminant analysis technique. Different
from other schemes, this method only needs measurements of accelerometers that are fixed on the
four corners of a vehicle suspension. Besides, different spring attenuation coefficients are regarded as
a special failure instead of several ones. A full vehicle benchmark is applied to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the method.
地 址 :HARBIN INST TECHNOL, STATE KEY LAB ROBOT & SYST, HARBIN 150001,
PEOPLES R CHINA;HARBIN INST TECHNOL, RES INST INTELLIGENT CONTROL & SYST,
HARBIN 150001, PEOPLES R CHINA
电子邮件地址:shen.yin@hit.edu.cn; shaoyang.hzh@gmail.com

9.引用次数:102
标 题 :OBSERVER-BASED ADAPTIVE FUZZY TRACKING CONTROL OF MIMO
STOCHASTIC NONLINEAR SYSTEMS WITH UNKNOWN CONTROL DIRECTIONS AND
UNKNOWN DEAD ZONES
作者:LI, YM;TONG, SC;LI, TS
出处:IEEE TRANS FUZZY SYST 23 (4): 1228-1241 AUG 2015
摘要： In this paper, an adaptive fuzzy backstepping output-feedback tracking control approach is
proposed for a class of multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) stochastic nonlinear systems. The
MIMO stochastic nonlinear systems under study are assumed to possess unstructured uncertainties,
unknown dead-zones, and unknown control directions. By using a linear state transformation, the
unknown control coefficients and the unknown slopes characteristic of the dead-zones are lumped
together, and the original system is transformed to a new system on which the control design
becomes feasible. Fuzzy logic systems are used to approximate the unstructured uncertainties, and a
fuzzy state observer is designed to estimate the unmeasured states. By introducing a special
Nussbaum gain function into the backstepping control design, a stable adaptive fuzzy
output-feedback tracking control scheme is developed. The main features of the proposed adaptive
control approach are that it can guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system, and the tracking
errors converge to a small neighborhood of zero. Moreover, it can solve the problems of unknown
control direction, unknown dead-zone, and unmeasured states simultaneously. Two simulation
examples are provided to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
地 址 :LIAONING UNIV TECHNOL, DEPT BASIC MATH, JINZHOU 121001, PEOPLES R
CHINA;DALIAN MARITIME UNIV, NAV COLL, DALIAN 116026, PEOPLES R CHINA
电子邮件地址:l_y_m_2004@163.com; jztongsc@163.com; tieshanli@126.com

10.引用次数:101
标题 :A NEW HYPERBOLIC SHEAR DEFORMATION THEORY FOR BENDING AND FREE
VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF ISOTROPIC, FUNCTIONALLY GRADED, SANDWICH AND
LAMINATED COMPOSITE PLATES
作者:MAHI, A;BEDIA, EA;TOUNSI, A
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出处:APPLMATH MODEL 39 (9): 2489-2508 MAY 1 2015
摘要：A new hyperbolic shear deformation theory applicable to bending and free vibration analysis of
isotropic, functionally graded, sandwich and laminated composite plates is presented. This new
theory has five degrees of freedom, provides parabolic transverse shear strains across the thickness
direction and hence, it does not need shear correction factor. Moreover, zero-traction boundary
conditions on the top and bottom surfaces of the plate are satisfied rigorously. The energy functional
of the system is obtained using Hamilton's principle. Analytical solutions of deflection and stresses
are obtained using Navier-type procedure. Free vibration frequencies are then accurately calculated
using a set of boundary characteristic orthogonal polynomials associated with Ritz method.
Numerical comparisons are conducted to verify and to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the
present theory. Excellent agreement with the known results in the literature has been obtained. (C)
2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
地 址 :UNIV BLIDA 1, LAB SCI AERONAUT, BLIDA 09000, ALGERIA;UNIV DJILLALI
LIABES SIDI BELABBES, LAB MAT & HYDROL, SIDI BELABBES 22000, ALGERIA
电子邮件地址:amel.mahi@gmail.com

11.引用次数:100
标题:IMAGENET LARGE SCALE VISUAL RECOGNITION CHALLENGE
作 者 :RUSSAKOVSKY, O;DENG, J;SU, H;KRAUSE, J;SATHEESH, S;MA, S;HUANG,
ZH;KARPATHY,A;KHOSLA, A;BERNSTEIN, M;BERG, AC;FEI-FEI, L
出处:INT J COMPUT VISION 115 (3): 211-252 DEC 2015
摘要：The ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge is a benchmark in object category
classification and detection on hundreds of object categories and millions of images. The challenge
has been run annually from 2010 to present, attracting participation from more than fifty institutions.
This paper describes the creation of this benchmark dataset and the advances in object recognition
that have been possible as a result. We discuss the challenges of collecting large-scale ground truth
annotation, highlight key breakthroughs in categorical object recognition, provide a detailed analysis
of the current state of the field of large-scale image classification and object detection, and compare
the state-of-the-art computer vision accuracy with human accuracy. We conclude with lessons learned
in the 5 years of the challenge, and propose future directions and improvements.
地址 :STANFORD UNIV, STANFORD, CA 94305 USA;UNIV MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MI
48109 USA;MIT, CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139 USA;UNIV N CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL, NC USA
电子邮件地址:olga@cs.stanford.edu

12.引用次数:95
标 题 :WAVE PROPAGATION IN FUNCTIONALLY GRADED PLATES WITH POROSITIES
USING VARIOUS HIGHER-ORDER SHEAR DEFORMATION PLATE THEORIES
作者:YAHIA, SA;ATMANE, HA;HOUARI, MSA;TOUNSI, A
出处:STRUCT ENG MECH 53 (6): 1143-1165 MAR 25 2015
摘要： In this work, various higher-order shear deformation plate theories for wave propagation in
functionally graded plates are developed. Due to porosities, possibly occurring inside functionally
graded materials (FGMs) during fabrication, it is therefore necessary to consider the wave
propagation in plates having porosities in this study. The developed refined plate theories have fewer
number of unknowns and equations of motion than the first-order shear deformation theory, but
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accounts for the transverse shear deformation effects without requiring shear correction factors. The
rule of mixture is modified to describe and approximate material properties of the functionally
graded plates with porosity phases. The governing equations of the wave propagation in the
functionally graded plate are derived by employing the Hamilton's principle. The analytic dispersion
relation of the functionally graded plate is obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem. The effects of
the volume fraction distributions and porosity volume fraction on wave propagation of functionally
graded plate are discussed in detail. The results carried out can be used in the ultrasonic inspection
techniques and structural health monitoring.
地址:UNIV DJILLALI LIABES SIDI BELABBES, FAC TECHNOL, DEPT CIVIL ENGN, MAT &
HYDROL LAB, SIDI BEL ABBES, ALGERIA;UNIV HASSIBA BEN BOUALI, CHLEF,
ALGERIA;UNIV DJILLALI LIABES SIDI BEL ABBES, FAC TECHNOL, DEPT CIVIL ENGN,
ADV MAT & STRUCT LAB, SIDI BEL ABBES, ALGERIA;UNIV MASCARA, FAC SCI &
TECHNOL, MASCARA, ALGERIA
电子邮件地址:tou_abdel@yahoo.com

13.引用次数:92
标题:DESIGN, FABRICATION AND CONTROL OF SOFT ROBOTS
作者:RUS, D;TOLLEY, MT
出处:NATURE 521 (7553): 467-475 MAY 28 2015
摘要：Conventionally, engineers have employed rigid materials to fabricate precise, predictable
robotic systems, which are easily modelled as rigid members connected at discrete joints. Natural
systems, however, often match or exceed the performance of robotic systems with deformable bodies.
Cephalopods, for example, achieve amazing feats of manipulation and locomotion without a skeleton;
even vertebrates such as humans achieve dynamic gaits by storing elastic energy in their compliant
bones and soft tissues. Inspired by nature, engineers have begun to explore the design and control of
soft-bodied robots composed of compliant materials. This Review discusses recent developments in
the emerging field of soft robotics.
地址 :MIT, COMP SCI & ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE LAB, STATA CTR, CAMBRIDGE, MA
02139 USA;UNIV CALIF SAN DIEGO, DEPT MECH & AEROSP ENGN, LA JOLLA, CA 92093
USA
电子邮件地址:rus@csail.mit.edu

14.引用次数:80
标题:MODEL REDUCTION FOR INTERVAL TYPE-2 TAKAGI-SUGENO FUZZY SYSTEMS
作者:LI, HY;YIN, S;PAN, YN;LAM, HK
出处:AUTOMATICA 61: 308-314 NOV 2015
摘要：This paper investigates the problem of model reduction for interval type-2 (IT2) fuzzy systems
subject to D stability constraints. The membership functions and the number of rules can be freely
chosen and they are different between the original system and the reduced-order system. By
introducing some slack matrices and utilizing Lyapunov stability theory, the existence condition of
model reduction is obtained to guarantee that the reduced-order model can approximate the original
system with an Ho, performance. The parameters of the reduced-order system in the condition can be
obtained by standard software. Finally, some simulation results are provided to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed results. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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地址:BOHAI UNIV, COLL ENGN, JINZHOU 121013, LIAONING, PEOPLES R CHINA;BOHAI
UNIV, COLL MATH & PHYS, JINZHOU 121013, LIAONING, PEOPLES R CHINA;KINGS
COLL LONDON, DEPT INFORMAT, LONDONWC2R 2LS, ENGLAND
电 子 邮 件 地

址:lihongyi2009@gmail.com; shen.yin2011@gmail.com; panyingnan0803@gmail.com; hak-keung.l
am@kcl.ac.uk

15.引用次数:79
标 题 :FUZZY MULTIPLE CRITERIA DECISION-MAKING TECHNIQUES AND
APPLICATIONS - TWO DECADES REVIEW FROM 1994 TO 2014
作者:MARDANI, A;JUSOH, A;ZAVADSKAS, EK
出处:EXPERT SYSTAPPL 42 (8): 4126-4148 MAY 15 2015
摘要：MCDM is considered as a complex decision-making tool involving both quantitative and
qualitative factors. In recent years, several fuzzy FMCDM tools have been suggested to choosing the
optimal probably options. The purpose of this paper is to review systematically the applications and
methodologies of the fuzzy multi decision-making (FMCDM) techniques. This study reviewed a total
of 403 papers published from 1994 to 2014 in more than 150 peer reviewed journals (extracted from
online databases such as ScienceDirect, Springer, Emerald, Wiley, ProQuest, and Taylor & Francis).
According to experts' opinions, these papers were grouped into four main fields: engineering,
management and business, science, and technology. Furthermore, these papers were categorized
based on authors, publication date, country of origin, methods, tools, and type of research (FMCDM
utilizing research, FMCDM developing research, and FMCDM proposing research). The results of
this study indicated that, in 2013, scholars have published papers more than other years. In addition,
hybrid fuzzy MCDM in the integrated method and fuzzy AHP in the individual section were ranked
as the first and second methods in use. Additionally, Taiwan was ranked as the first country that
contributed to this survey, and engineering was ranked as the first field that has applied fuzzy DM
tools and techniques. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
地址 :UNIV TEKNOL MALAYSIA, DEPT MANAGEMENT, FAC MANAGEMENT, SKUDAI
81300, JOHOR, MALAYSIA;VILNIUS GEDIMINAS TECH UNIV, DEPT CONSTRUCT
TECHNOL & MANAGEMENT, LT-10223 VILNIUS, LITHUANIA
电子邮件地址:
mabbas3@live.utm.my; ahmadj@management.utm.my; Edmundas.Zavadskas@vgtu.lt

16.引用次数:76
标题 :OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY UNDER ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
AND LONG-TERM LIGHT SOAKING OF TRIPLE-LAYER MESOPOROUS PEROVSKITE
PHOTOVOLTAICS
作者 :LI, X;TSCHUMI, M;HAN, HW;BABKAIR, SS;ALZUBAYDI, RA;ANSARI, AA;HABIB,
SS;NAZEERUDDIN, MK;ZAKEERUDDIN, SM;GRATZEL, M
出处:ENERGY TECHNOL 3 (6): 551-555 JUN 2015
摘要：Lack of proven stability has become a major obstacle on the path of metal halide perovskite
solar cells (PSCs), in particular methylammonium lead triiodide (MAPbI(3)), towards commercial
viability. This correlates with the intrinsic affinity of MAPbI(3) towards moisture and ambient air in
particular, leading to its degradation in ambient conditions. We performed extensive stability tests to
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prove the durability of hole-conductor-free PSCs based on a triple-layer architecture employing
carbon as a back contact, including outdoor tests in the hot desert climate and indoor long-term light
soaking as well as heat exposure during 3months at 80-85 degrees C. These results show no evidence
for device degradation under the test conditions, confirming that the triple-layer device architecture
provides a promising path towards realizing efficient and stable perovskite photovoltaics.
地 址 :ECOLE POLYTECH FED LAUSANNE, LPI, FAC BASIC SCI, CH-1015 LAUSANNE,
SWITZERLAND;KING ABDULAZIZ UNIV, CTR NANOTECHNOL, JEDDAH 21589, SAUDI
ARABIA;KING ABDULAZIZ UNIV, FAC SCI, DEPT PHYS, CTR NANOTECHNOL, JEDDAH
21589, SAUDI ARABIA;KING ABDULAZIZ UNIV, DEPT AERONAUT ENGN, CTR
NANOTECHNOL, JEDDAH 21589, SAUDI ARABIA;HUAZHONG UNIV SCI & TECHNOL,
WUHAN NATL LAB OPTOELECT, MICHAEL GRATZEL CTR MESOSCOP SOLAR CELLS,
WUHAN 430074, HUBEI, PEOPLES R CHINA
电子邮件地址:michael.graetzel@epfl.ch

17.引用次数:74
标题 :REVIEW OF NATURAL GAS HYDRATES AS AN ENERGY RESOURCE: PROSPECTS
AND CHALLENGES
作者:CHONG, ZR;YANG, SHB;BABU, P;LINGA, P;LI, XS
出处:APPL ENERG 162: 1633-1652 JAN 15 2016
摘要：Natural gas is the cleanest burning fossil fuel and has been identified as a strong candidate for
energy resource compared to oil and coal. Natural gas hydrate is an energy resource for methane that
has a carbon quantity twice more than all fossil fuels combined and is distributed evenly around the
world. Several field trials on energy production from hydrate resources have been conducted, and
their outcomes revealed the possibility of energy production from hydrate resources. In this paper, we
review various studies on resource potential of natural gas hydrate, the current research progress in
laboratory settings, and several recent field trials. Possible limitation in each production method and
the challenges to be addressed for large scale production are discussed in detail. Whilst there are no
technology stoppers to exploit or produce methane from hydrates, specific technological
breakthroughs will depend on the effective management of the sand and water during production, as
well as the appropriate mitigation of environmental risks. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
地 址 :NATL UNIV SINGAPORE, DEPT CHEM & BIOMOL ENGN, SINGAPORE 117585,
SINGAPORE;CHINESE ACAD SCI, GUANGZHOU INST ENERGY CONVERS, KEY LAB GAS
HYDRATE, GUANGZHOU 510640, GUANGDONG, PEOPLES R CHINA;CHINESE ACAD SCI,
GUANGZHOU CTR GAS HYDRATE RES, GUANGZHOU 510640, GUANGDONG, PEOPLES R
CHINA
电子邮件地址:praveen.linga@nus.edu.sg; lixs@ms.giec.ac.cn

18.引用次数:74
标 题 :FORCED CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER IN A SEMI ANNULUS UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF AVARIABLE MAGNETIC FIELD
作者:SHEIKHOLESLAMI, M;VAJRAVELU, K;RASHIDI, MM
出处:INT J HEATMASS TRANSFER 92: 339-348 JAN 2016
摘要：Since advective transport in a ferrofluid can be controlled by using an external magnetic field,
magnetic nanofluid (ferrofluid) has various applications to heat transfer processes. Unlike free or
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forced convection, Ferrohydrodynamic convection is not yet well described. In the literature we see
papers with constant magnetic fields; but the assumptions are not accurate, since the fields do not
comply with the Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism. In this study, forced convection heat
transfer in a semi annulus lid under the influence of a variable magnetic field is studied. The
enclosure is filled with ferrofluid (Fe3O4-water). Control Volume based Finite Element Method
(CVFEM) is used to solve the governing equations considering both Ferrohydrodynamic (FHD) and
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects. It is assumed that the magnetization of the fluid is varying
linearly with temperature and magnetic field intensity. The effects Reynolds number, nanoparticle
volume fraction parameter, magnetic number arising from FHD, and Hartmann number arising from
MHD are analyzed. Obtained results indicate that the effects of Kelvin forces are more pronounced
for high Reynolds number. Heat transfer enhancement has direct relationship with the Reynolds
number and the magnetic number; while it has inverse relationship with the Hartmann number. (C)
2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
地 址 :BABOL UNIV TECHNOL, DEPT MECH ENGN, BABOL SAR, IRAN;UNIV CENT
FLORIDA, DEPT MATH, ORLANDO, FL 32816 USA;TONGJI UNIV, SHANGHAI AUTOMOT
WIND TUNNEL CTR, SHANGHAI 201804, PEOPLES R CHINA;ENN TONGJI CLEAN
ENERGY INSTADV STUDIES, SHANGHAI, PEOPLES R CHINA
电子邮件地址:mohsen.sheikholeslami@yahoo.com; Kuppalapalle.vajravelu@ucf.edu

19.引用次数:68
标 题 :FUZZY-MODEL-BASED RELIABLE STATIC OUTPUT FEEDBACK H-INFINITY
CONTROL OF NONLINEAR HYPERBOLIC PDE SYSTEMS
作者:QIU, JB;DING, SX;GAO, HJ;YIN, S
出处:IEEE TRANS FUZZY SYST 24 (2): 388-400 APR 2016
摘要：This paper investigates the problem of output feedback robust H-infinity control for a class of
nonlinear spatially distributed systems described by first-order hyperbolic partial differential
equations (PDEs) with Markovian jumping actuator faults. The nonlinear hyperbolic PDE systems
are first expressed by Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models with parameter uncertainties, and then, the
objective is to design a reliable distributed fuzzy static output feedback controller guaranteeing the
stochastic exponential stability of the resulting closed-loop system with certain H-infinity disturbance
attenuation performance. Based on a Markovian Lyapunov functional combined with some matrix
inequality convexification techniques, two approaches are developed for reliable fuzzy static output
feedback controller design of the underlying fuzzy PDE systems. It is shown that the controller gains
can be obtained by solving a set of finite linear matrix inequalities based on the finite-difference
method in space. Finally, two examples are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed methods.
地址:ARBIN INST TECHNOL, RES INST INTELLIGENT CONTROL & SYST, HARBIN 150080,
PEOPLES R CHINA;UNIV DUISBURG ESSEN, INST AUTOMAT CONTROL & COMPLEX
SYST, D-47057 DUISBURG, GERMANY
电 子 邮 件 地

址:jbqiu@hit.edu.cn; steven.ding@uni-due.de; hjgao@hit.edu.cn; shen.yin2011@googlemail.com

20.引用次数:66
标 题 :9.0% EFFICIENT CU2ZNSN(S,SE)(4) SOLAR CELLS FROM SELENIZED
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NANOPARTICLE INKS
作 者 :MISKIN, CK;YANG, WC;HAGES, CJ;CARTER, NJ;JOGLEKAR, CS;STACH,
EA;AGRAWAL, R
出处:PROG PHOTOVOLTAICS 23 (5): 654-659 MAY 2015
摘要：Thin-film solar cells using Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)(4) absorber materials continue to attract increasing
attention. The synthesis of kesterite Cu2ZnSnS4 nanoparticles by a modified method of hot injection
is explained. Characterization of the nanoparticles by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, X-ray
diffraction, Raman, and transmission electron microscopy is presented and discussed. When
suspended in an ink, coated, and processed into a device, the nanoparticles obtained by this synthesis
achieve a total area (active area) efficiency of 9.0% (9.8%) using AM 1.5 illumination and light
soaking. This improvement over the previous efficiency of 7.2% is attributed to the modified
synthesis approach, as well as fine-tuned conditions for selenizing the coated nanoparticles into a
dense absorber layer. Copyright (c) 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
地址 :PURDUE UNIV, SCH CHEM ENGN, W LAFAYETTE, IN 47906 USA;PURDUE UNIV,
SCH MAT ENGN, W LAFAYETTE, IN 47906 USA;PURDUE UNIV, BIRCK NANOTECHNOL
CTR, W LAFAYETTE, IN 47906 USA;BROOKHAVEN NATL LAB, CTR FUNCT NANOMAT,
UPTON, NY 11973 USA
电子邮件地址:agrawalr@purdue.edu

七、ESI HIGHLY CITED PAPERS PAPERS（MATERIALS

SCIENCE）

（来源：http://www.webofknowledge.com/?DestApp=ESI）

1.引用次数:352
标题:DEEP LEARNING
作者:LECUN, Y;BENGIO, Y;HINTON, G
出处:NATURE 521 (7553): 436-444 MAY 28 2015
摘要：Deep learning allows computational models that are composed of multiple processing layers to
learn representations of data with multiple levels of abstraction. These methods have dramatically
improved the state-of-the-art in speech recognition, visual object recognition, object detection and
many other domains such as drug discovery and genomics. Deep learning discovers intricate
structure in large data sets by using the backpropagation algorithm to indicate how a machine should
change its internal parameters that are used to compute the representation in each layer from the
representation in the previous layer. Deep convolutional nets have brought about breakthroughs in
processing images, video, speech and audio, whereas recurrent nets have shone light on sequential
data such as text and speech.
地址:FACEBOOK AL RES, NEW YORK, NY 10003 USA;NEW YORK UNIV, NEW YORK, NY
10003 USA;UNIV MONTREAL, DEPT COMP SCI & OPERAT RES, MONTREAL, PQ H3C 3J7,
CANADA;GOOGLE, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043 USA;UNIV TORONTO, DEPT COMP SCI,

http://www.webofknowledge.com/?DestApp=ESI
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TORONTO, ON M5S 3G4, CANADA
电子邮件地址:yann@cs.nyu.edu

2.引用次数:214
标 题 :EFFICIENT ORGANIC SOLAR CELLS PROCESSED FROM HYDROCARBON
SOLVENTS
作者:ZHAO, JB;LI, YK;YANG, GF;JIANG, K;LIN, HR;ADE, H;MA, W;YAN, H
出处:NAT ENERGY 1: - JAN 25 2016
摘要：Organic solar cells have desirable properties, including low cost of materials, high-throughput
roll-to-roll production, mechanical flexibility and light weight. However, all top-performance devices
are at present processed using halogenated solvents, which are environmentally hazardous and would
thus require expensive mitigation to contain the hazards. Attempts to process organic solar cells from
non-halogenated solvents lead to inferior performance. Overcoming this hurdle, here we present a
hydrocarbon-based processing system that is not only more environmentally friendly but also yields
cells with power conversion efficiencies of up to 11.7%. Our processing system incorporates the
synergistic effects of a hydrocarbon solvent, a novel additive, a suitable choice of polymer side chain,
and strong temperature-dependent aggregation of the donor polymer. Our results not only
demonstrate a method of producing active layers of organic solar cells in an environmentally friendly
way, but also provide important scientific insights that will facilitate further improvement of the
morphology and performance of organic solar cells.
地 址 :HONG KONG UNIV SCI & TECHNOL, DEPT CHEM, KOWLOON, HONG KONG,
PEOPLES R CHINA;HONG KONG UNIV SCI & TECHNOL, ENERGY INST, KOWLOON,
HONG KONG, PEOPLES R CHINA;XI AN JIAO TONG UNIV, STATE KEY LAB MECH
BEHAV MAT, XIAN 710049, PEOPLES R CHINA;HKUST SHENZHEN RES INST, 9 YUEXING
1ST RD,HITECH PK, SHENZHEN 518057, PEOPLES R CHINA;NORTH CAROLINA STATE
UNIV, DEPT PHYS, RALEIGH, NC 27695 USA
电子邮件地址:msewma@mail.xjtu.edu.cn; hyan@ust.hk

3.引用次数:209
标题:SOLAR CELL EFFICIENCY TABLES (VERSION 46)
作者:GREEN, MA;EMERY, K;HISHIKAWA, Y;WARTA, W;DUNLOP, ED
出处:PROG PHOTOVOLTAICS 23 (7): 805-812 JUL 2015
摘要：Consolidated tables showing an extensive listing of the highest independently confirmed
efficiencies for solar cells and modules are presented. Guidelines for inclusion of results into these
tables are outlined, and new entries since January 2015 are reviewed. Copyright (c) 2015 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
地址 :UNIV NEW S WALES, AUSTRALIAN CTR ADV PHOTOVOLTA, SYDNEY, NSW 2052,
AUSTRALIA;NATL RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB, GOLDEN, CO 80401 USA;NATL INST ADV
IND SCI & TECHNOL, RES CTR PHOTOVOLTA TECHNOL RCPVT, TSUKUBA, IBARAKI
3058568, JAPAN;FRAUNHOFER INST SOLAR ENERGY SYST, DEPT SOLAR CELLS MAT &
TECHNOL, D-79110 FREIBURG, GERMANY;COMMISS EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, JOINT
RES CTR, INST ENERGY, RENEWABLE ENERGY UNIT, IT-21027 ISPRA, VA, ITALY
电子邮件地址:m.green@unsw.edu.au
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4.引用次数:163
标题:SOLAR CELL EFFICIENCY TABLES (VERSION 47)
作者:GREEN, MA;EMERY, K;HISHIKAWA, Y;WARTA, W;DUNLOP, ED
出处:PROG PHOTOVOLTAICS 24 (1): 3-11 JAN 2016
摘要：Consolidated tables showing an extensive listing of the highest independently confirmed
efficiencies for solar cells and modules are presented. Guidelines for inclusion of results into these
tables are outlined, and new entries since July 2015 are reviewed. Copyright (C) 2015 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
地址 :UNIV NEW S WALES, AUSTRALIAN CTR ADV PHOTOVOLTA, SYDNEY, NSW 2052,
AUSTRALIA;NATL RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB, 15013 DENVER WEST PKWY, GOLDEN,
CO 80401 USA;NATL INST ADV IND SCI & TECHNOL, RES CTR PHOTOVOLTA RCPV,
CENT 2,UMEZONO 1-1-1, TSUKUBA, IBARAKI 3058568, JAPAN;FRAUNHOFER INST
SOLAR ENERGY SYST, CHARACTERISAT & SIMULAT CALLAB CELLS, HEIDENHOFSTR
2, D-79110 FREIBURG, GERMANY;EUROPEAN COMMISS, JOINT RES CTR, RENEWABLE
ENERGY UNIT, INST ENERGY, VIA E FERMI 2749, I-21027 ISPRA, VA, ITALY
电子邮件地址:m.green@unsw.edu.au

5.引用次数:124
标 题 :FUZZY ADAPTIVE OUTPUT FEEDBACK CONTROL OF MIMO NONLINEAR
SYSTEMSWITH PARTIAL TRACKING ERRORS CONSTRAINED
作者:TONG, SC;SUI, S;LI, YM
出处:IEEE TRANS FUZZY SYST 23 (4): 729-742 AUG 2015
摘要： In this paper, a partial tracking error constrained fuzzy output-feedback dynamic surface
control (DSC) scheme is proposed for a class of uncertain multi-input and multi-output (MIMO)
nonlinear systems. The consideredMIMO nonlinear systems contain unknown functions and without
the requirement of their states being available for the controller design. With the help of fuzzy logic
systems identifying the MIMO unknown nonlinear systems, a fuzzy adaptive observer is established
to estimate the unmeasured states. By transforming the tracking errors into new virtual error variables
and based on the DSC backstepping recursive design technique, a new adaptive fuzzy
output-feedback control method is developed. It is proved that the proposed control approach can
guarantee that all the signals of the resulting closedloop system are bounded and the partial state
tracking errors are confined all times within the prescribed bounds. The simulation results and
comparisons with the previous control approaches confirm the effectiveness and utility of the
proposed scheme.
地址:LIAONING UNIV TECHNOL, DEPT MATH, JINZHOU 121001, LIAONING, PEOPLES R
CHINA
电子邮件地址:jztongsc@163.com; shuaisui2011@163.com; l_y_m_2004@163.com

6.引用次数:119
标题 :THREE DIMENSIONAL MESOSCOPIC SIMULATION OF MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT
ON NATURAL CONVECTION OF NANOFLUID
作者:SHEIKHOLESLAMI, M;ELLAHI, R
出处:INT J HEATMASS TRANSFER 89: 799-808 OCT 2015
摘要： In this paper magnetohydrodynamics nanofluid hydrothermal treatment in a cubic cavity
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heated from below is presented. The mathematical model consists of continuity and the momentum
equations, while a new model is proposed to see the effects Brownian motion on the effective
viscosity and thermal conductivity of nanofluid. The Lattice Boltzmann method is utilized to
simulate three dimensional problems. The Koo-Kleinstreuer-Li correlation is also taken into account.
Numerical calculation is made for different values of Hartmann number, nanoparticle volume
fraction and Rayleigh number. The results are presented graphically in terms of streamlines,
isotherms and isokinetic energy as well as Nusselt number. It is observed that the applying magnetic
field results in a force opposite to the flow direction that leads to drag the flow and then reduces the
convection currents by reducing the velocities. Also it can be concluded that Nusselt number is an
increasing function of Rayleigh number and nanofluid volume fraction while it is a decreasing
function of Hartmann number. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
地址 :BABOL UNIV TECHNOL, DEPT MECH ENGN, BABOL SAR, IRAN;IIUI, DEPT MATH
STAT, FBAS, ISLAMABAD, PAKISTAN;UNIV CALIF RIVERSIDE, DEPT MECH ENGN,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92521 USA
电子邮件地址:rellahi@engr.ucr.edu

7.引用次数:108
标 题 :A METAL-ORGANIC FRAMEWORK-DERIVED BIFUNCTIONAL OXYGEN
ELECTROCATALYST
作者:XIA, BY;YAN, Y;LI, N;WU, HB;LOU, XW;WANG, X
出处:NAT ENERGY 1: - JAN 11 2016
摘要： Oxygen electrocatalysis is of great importance for many energy storage and conversion
technologies, including fuel cells, metal-air batteries and water electrolysis. Replacing noble
metal-based electrocatalysts with highly efficient and inexpensive non-noble metal-based oxygen
electrocatalysts is critical for the practical applications of these technologies. Here we report a
general approach for the synthesis of hollow frameworks of nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes
derived from metal-organic frameworks, which exhibit higher electrocatalytic activity and stability
for oxygen reduction and evolution than commercial Pt/C electrocatalysts. The remarkable
electrochemical properties are mainly attributed to the synergistic effect from chemical compositions
and the robust hollow structure composed of interconnected crystalline nitrogen-doped carbon
nanotubes. The presented strategy for controlled design and synthesis of metal-organic
framework-derived functional nanomaterials offers prospects in developing highly active
electrocatalysts in electrochemical energy devices.
地 址 :NANYANG TECHNOL UNIV, SCH CHEM & BIOMED ENGN, 62 NANYANG DR,
SINGAPORE 637459, SINGAPORE
电子邮件地址:xwlou@ntu.edu.sg; WangXin@ntu.edu.sg

8.引用次数:107
标题 :PERFORMANCE MONITORING FOR VEHICLE SUSPENSION SYSTEM VIA FUZZY
POSITIVISTIC C-MEANS CLUSTERING BASED ONACCELEROMETER MEASUREMENTS
作者:YIN, S;HUANG, ZH
出处:IEEE-ASME TRANS MECHATRON 20 (5): 2613-2620 OCT 2015
摘要： This paper focuses on fault detection and isolation for vehicle suspension systems. The
proposed method is divided into three steps: 1) confirming the number of clusters based on principal
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component analysis; 2) detecting faults by fuzzy positivistic C-means clustering and fault lines; and 3)
isolating the root causes for faults by utilizing the Fisher discriminant analysis technique. Different
from other schemes, this method only needs measurements of accelerometers that are fixed on the
four corners of a vehicle suspension. Besides, different spring attenuation coefficients are regarded as
a special failure instead of several ones. A full vehicle benchmark is applied to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the method.
地 址 :HARBIN INST TECHNOL, STATE KEY LAB ROBOT & SYST, HARBIN 150001,
PEOPLES R CHINA;HARBIN INST TECHNOL, RES INST INTELLIGENT CONTROL & SYST,
HARBIN 150001, PEOPLES R CHINA
电子邮件地址:shen.yin@hit.edu.cn; shaoyang.hzh@gmail.com

9.引用次数:102
标 题 :OBSERVER-BASED ADAPTIVE FUZZY TRACKING CONTROL OF MIMO
STOCHASTIC NONLINEAR SYSTEMS WITH UNKNOWN CONTROL DIRECTIONS AND
UNKNOWN DEAD ZONES
作者:LI, YM;TONG, SC;LI, TS
出处:IEEE TRANS FUZZY SYST 23 (4): 1228-1241 AUG 2015
摘要： In this paper, an adaptive fuzzy backstepping output-feedback tracking control approach is
proposed for a class of multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) stochastic nonlinear systems. The
MIMO stochastic nonlinear systems under study are assumed to possess unstructured uncertainties,
unknown dead-zones, and unknown control directions. By using a linear state transformation, the
unknown control coefficients and the unknown slopes characteristic of the dead-zones are lumped
together, and the original system is transformed to a new system on which the control design
becomes feasible. Fuzzy logic systems are used to approximate the unstructured uncertainties, and a
fuzzy state observer is designed to estimate the unmeasured states. By introducing a special
Nussbaum gain function into the backstepping control design, a stable adaptive fuzzy
output-feedback tracking control scheme is developed. The main features of the proposed adaptive
control approach are that it can guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system, and the tracking
errors converge to a small neighborhood of zero. Moreover, it can solve the problems of unknown
control direction, unknown dead-zone, and unmeasured states simultaneously. Two simulation
examples are provided to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
地 址 :LIAONING UNIV TECHNOL, DEPT BASIC MATH, JINZHOU 121001, PEOPLES R
CHINA;DALIAN MARITIME UNIV, NAV COLL, DALIAN 116026, PEOPLES R CHINA
电子邮件地址:l_y_m_2004@163.com; jztongsc@163.com; tieshanli@126.com

10.引用次数:101
标题 :A NEW HYPERBOLIC SHEAR DEFORMATION THEORY FOR BENDING AND FREE
VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF ISOTROPIC, FUNCTIONALLY GRADED, SANDWICH AND
LAMINATED COMPOSITE PLATES
作者:MAHI, A;BEDIA, EA;TOUNSI, A
出处:APPLMATH MODEL 39 (9): 2489-2508 MAY 1 2015
摘要：A new hyperbolic shear deformation theory applicable to bending and free vibration analysis of
isotropic, functionally graded, sandwich and laminated composite plates is presented. This new
theory has five degrees of freedom, provides parabolic transverse shear strains across the thickness
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direction and hence, it does not need shear correction factor. Moreover, zero-traction boundary
conditions on the top and bottom surfaces of the plate are satisfied rigorously. The energy functional
of the system is obtained using Hamilton's principle. Analytical solutions of deflection and stresses
are obtained using Navier-type procedure. Free vibration frequencies are then accurately calculated
using a set of boundary characteristic orthogonal polynomials associated with Ritz method.
Numerical comparisons are conducted to verify and to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the
present theory. Excellent agreement with the known results in the literature has been obtained. (C)
2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
地 址 :UNIV BLIDA 1, LAB SCI AERONAUT, BLIDA 09000, ALGERIA;UNIV DJILLALI
LIABES SIDI BELABBES, LAB MAT & HYDROL, SIDI BELABBES 22000, ALGERIA
电子邮件地址:amel.mahi@gmail.com

11.引用次数:100
标题:IMAGENET LARGE SCALE VISUAL RECOGNITION CHALLENGE
作 者 :RUSSAKOVSKY, O;DENG, J;SU, H;KRAUSE, J;SATHEESH, S;MA, S;HUANG,
ZH;KARPATHY,A;KHOSLA, A;BERNSTEIN, M;BERG, AC;FEI-FEI, L
出处:INT J COMPUT VISION 115 (3): 211-252 DEC 2015
摘要：The ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge is a benchmark in object category
classification and detection on hundreds of object categories and millions of images. The challenge
has been run annually from 2010 to present, attracting participation from more than fifty institutions.
This paper describes the creation of this benchmark dataset and the advances in object recognition
that have been possible as a result. We discuss the challenges of collecting large-scale ground truth
annotation, highlight key breakthroughs in categorical object recognition, provide a detailed analysis
of the current state of the field of large-scale image classification and object detection, and compare
the state-of-the-art computer vision accuracy with human accuracy. We conclude with lessons learned
in the 5 years of the challenge, and propose future directions and improvements.
地址 :STANFORD UNIV, STANFORD, CA 94305 USA;UNIV MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MI
48109 USA;MIT, CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139 USA;UNIV N CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL, NC USA
电子邮件地址:olga@cs.stanford.edu

12.引用次数:95
标 题 :WAVE PROPAGATION IN FUNCTIONALLY GRADED PLATES WITH POROSITIES
USING VARIOUS HIGHER-ORDER SHEAR DEFORMATION PLATE THEORIES
作者:YAHIA, SA;ATMANE, HA;HOUARI, MSA;TOUNSI, A
出处:STRUCT ENG MECH 53 (6): 1143-1165 MAR 25 2015
摘要： In this work, various higher-order shear deformation plate theories for wave propagation in
functionally graded plates are developed. Due to porosities, possibly occurring inside functionally
graded materials (FGMs) during fabrication, it is therefore necessary to consider the wave
propagation in plates having porosities in this study. The developed refined plate theories have fewer
number of unknowns and equations of motion than the first-order shear deformation theory, but
accounts for the transverse shear deformation effects without requiring shear correction factors. The
rule of mixture is modified to describe and approximate material properties of the functionally
graded plates with porosity phases. The governing equations of the wave propagation in the
functionally graded plate are derived by employing the Hamilton's principle. The analytic dispersion
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relation of the functionally graded plate is obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem. The effects of
the volume fraction distributions and porosity volume fraction on wave propagation of functionally
graded plate are discussed in detail. The results carried out can be used in the ultrasonic inspection
techniques and structural health monitoring.
地址:UNIV DJILLALI LIABES SIDI BELABBES, FAC TECHNOL, DEPT CIVIL ENGN, MAT &
HYDROL LAB, SIDI BEL ABBES, ALGERIA;UNIV HASSIBA BEN BOUALI, CHLEF,
ALGERIA;UNIV DJILLALI LIABES SIDI BEL ABBES, FAC TECHNOL, DEPT CIVIL ENGN,
ADV MAT & STRUCT LAB, SIDI BEL ABBES, ALGERIA;UNIV MASCARA, FAC SCI &
TECHNOL, MASCARA, ALGERIA
电子邮件地址:tou_abdel@yahoo.com

13.引用次数:92
标题:DESIGN, FABRICATION AND CONTROL OF SOFT ROBOTS
作者:RUS, D;TOLLEY, MT
出处:NATURE 521 (7553): 467-475 MAY 28 2015
摘要：Conventionally, engineers have employed rigid materials to fabricate precise, predictable
robotic systems, which are easily modelled as rigid members connected at discrete joints. Natural
systems, however, often match or exceed the performance of robotic systems with deformable bodies.
Cephalopods, for example, achieve amazing feats of manipulation and locomotion without a skeleton;
even vertebrates such as humans achieve dynamic gaits by storing elastic energy in their compliant
bones and soft tissues. Inspired by nature, engineers have begun to explore the design and control of
soft-bodied robots composed of compliant materials. This Review discusses recent developments in
the emerging field of soft robotics.
地址 :MIT, COMP SCI & ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE LAB, STATA CTR, CAMBRIDGE, MA
02139 USA;UNIV CALIF SAN DIEGO, DEPT MECH & AEROSP ENGN, LA JOLLA, CA 92093
USA
电子邮件地址:rus@csail.mit.edu

14.引用次数:80
标题:MODEL REDUCTION FOR INTERVAL TYPE-2 TAKAGI-SUGENO FUZZY SYSTEMS
作者:LI, HY;YIN, S;PAN, YN;LAM, HK
出处:AUTOMATICA 61: 308-314 NOV 2015
摘要：This paper investigates the problem of model reduction for interval type-2 (IT2) fuzzy systems
subject to D stability constraints. The membership functions and the number of rules can be freely
chosen and they are different between the original system and the reduced-order system. By
introducing some slack matrices and utilizing Lyapunov stability theory, the existence condition of
model reduction is obtained to guarantee that the reduced-order model can approximate the original
system with an Ho, performance. The parameters of the reduced-order system in the condition can be
obtained by standard software. Finally, some simulation results are provided to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed results. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
地址:BOHAI UNIV, COLL ENGN, JINZHOU 121013, LIAONING, PEOPLES R CHINA;BOHAI
UNIV, COLL MATH & PHYS, JINZHOU 121013, LIAONING, PEOPLES R CHINA;KINGS
COLL LONDON, DEPT INFORMAT, LONDONWC2R 2LS, ENGLAND
电子邮件地址:
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lihongyi2009@gmail.com; shen.yin2011@gmail.com; panyingnan0803@gmail.com; hak-keung.lam
@kcl.ac.uk

15.引用次数:79
标 题 :FUZZY MULTIPLE CRITERIA DECISION-MAKING TECHNIQUES AND
APPLICATIONS - TWO DECADES REVIEW FROM 1994 TO 2014
作者:MARDANI, A;JUSOH, A;ZAVADSKAS, EK
出处:EXPERT SYSTAPPL 42 (8): 4126-4148 MAY 15 2015
摘要：MCDM is considered as a complex decision-making tool involving both quantitative and
qualitative factors. In recent years, several fuzzy FMCDM tools have been suggested to choosing the
optimal probably options. The purpose of this paper is to review systematically the applications and
methodologies of the fuzzy multi decision-making (FMCDM) techniques. This study reviewed a total
of 403 papers published from 1994 to 2014 in more than 150 peer reviewed journals (extracted from
online databases such as ScienceDirect, Springer, Emerald, Wiley, ProQuest, and Taylor & Francis).
According to experts' opinions, these papers were grouped into four main fields: engineering,
management and business, science, and technology. Furthermore, these papers were categorized
based on authors, publication date, country of origin, methods, tools, and type of research (FMCDM
utilizing research, FMCDM developing research, and FMCDM proposing research). The results of
this study indicated that, in 2013, scholars have published papers more than other years. In addition,
hybrid fuzzy MCDM in the integrated method and fuzzy AHP in the individual section were ranked
as the first and second methods in use. Additionally, Taiwan was ranked as the first country that
contributed to this survey, and engineering was ranked as the first field that has applied fuzzy DM
tools and techniques. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
地址 :UNIV TEKNOL MALAYSIA, DEPT MANAGEMENT, FAC MANAGEMENT, SKUDAI
81300, JOHOR, MALAYSIA;VILNIUS GEDIMINAS TECH UNIV, DEPT CONSTRUCT
TECHNOL & MANAGEMENT, LT-10223 VILNIUS, LITHUANIA
电子邮件地址:
mabbas3@live.utm.my; ahmadj@management.utm.my; Edmundas.Zavadskas@vgtu.lt

16.引用次数:76
标题 :OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE AND STABILITY UNDER ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
AND LONG-TERM LIGHT SOAKING OF TRIPLE-LAYER MESOPOROUS PEROVSKITE
PHOTOVOLTAICS
作者 :LI, X;TSCHUMI, M;HAN, HW;BABKAIR, SS;ALZUBAYDI, RA;ANSARI, AA;HABIB,
SS;NAZEERUDDIN, MK;ZAKEERUDDIN, SM;GRATZEL, M
出处:ENERGY TECHNOL 3 (6): 551-555 JUN 2015
摘要：Lack of proven stability has become a major obstacle on the path of metal halide perovskite
solar cells (PSCs), in particular methylammonium lead triiodide (MAPbI(3)), towards commercial
viability. This correlates with the intrinsic affinity of MAPbI(3) towards moisture and ambient air in
particular, leading to its degradation in ambient conditions. We performed extensive stability tests to
prove the durability of hole-conductor-free PSCs based on a triple-layer architecture employing
carbon as a back contact, including outdoor tests in the hot desert climate and indoor long-term light
soaking as well as heat exposure during 3months at 80-85 degrees C. These results show no evidence
for device degradation under the test conditions, confirming that the triple-layer device architecture
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provides a promising path towards realizing efficient and stable perovskite photovoltaics.
地 址 :ECOLE POLYTECH FED LAUSANNE, LPI, FAC BASIC SCI, CH-1015 LAUSANNE,
SWITZERLAND;KING ABDULAZIZ UNIV, CTR NANOTECHNOL, JEDDAH 21589, SAUDI
ARABIA;KING ABDULAZIZ UNIV, FAC SCI, DEPT PHYS, CTR NANOTECHNOL, JEDDAH
21589, SAUDI ARABIA;KING ABDULAZIZ UNIV, DEPT AERONAUT ENGN, CTR
NANOTECHNOL, JEDDAH 21589, SAUDI ARABIA;HUAZHONG UNIV SCI & TECHNOL,
WUHAN NATL LAB OPTOELECT, MICHAEL GRATZEL CTR MESOSCOP SOLAR CELLS,
WUHAN 430074, HUBEI, PEOPLES R CHINA
电子邮件地址:michael.graetzel@epfl.ch

17.引用次数:74
标题 :REVIEW OF NATURAL GAS HYDRATES AS AN ENERGY RESOURCE: PROSPECTS
AND CHALLENGES
作者:CHONG, ZR;YANG, SHB;BABU, P;LINGA, P;LI, XS
出处:APPL ENERG 162: 1633-1652 JAN 15 2016
摘要：Natural gas is the cleanest burning fossil fuel and has been identified as a strong candidate for
energy resource compared to oil and coal. Natural gas hydrate is an energy resource for methane that
has a carbon quantity twice more than all fossil fuels combined and is distributed evenly around the
world. Several field trials on energy production from hydrate resources have been conducted, and
their outcomes revealed the possibility of energy production from hydrate resources. In this paper, we
review various studies on resource potential of natural gas hydrate, the current research progress in
laboratory settings, and several recent field trials. Possible limitation in each production method and
the challenges to be addressed for large scale production are discussed in detail. Whilst there are no
technology stoppers to exploit or produce methane from hydrates, specific technological
breakthroughs will depend on the effective management of the sand and water during production, as
well as the appropriate mitigation of environmental risks. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
地 址 :NATL UNIV SINGAPORE, DEPT CHEM & BIOMOL ENGN, SINGAPORE 117585,
SINGAPORE;CHINESE ACAD SCI, GUANGZHOU INST ENERGY CONVERS, KEY LAB GAS
HYDRATE, GUANGZHOU 510640, GUANGDONG, PEOPLES R CHINA;CHINESE ACAD SCI,
GUANGZHOU CTR GAS HYDRATE RES, GUANGZHOU 510640, GUANGDONG, PEOPLES R
CHINA
电子邮件地址:praveen.linga@nus.edu.sg; lixs@ms.giec.ac.cn

18.引用次数:74
标 题 :FORCED CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER IN A SEMI ANNULUS UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF AVARIABLE MAGNETIC FIELD
作者:SHEIKHOLESLAMI, M;VAJRAVELU, K;RASHIDI, MM
出处:INT J HEATMASS TRANSFER 92: 339-348 JAN 2016
摘要：Since advective transport in a ferrofluid can be controlled by using an external magnetic field,
magnetic nanofluid (ferrofluid) has various applications to heat transfer processes. Unlike free or
forced convection, Ferrohydrodynamic convection is not yet well described. In the literature we see
papers with constant magnetic fields; but the assumptions are not accurate, since the fields do not
comply with the Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism. In this study, forced convection heat
transfer in a semi annulus lid under the influence of a variable magnetic field is studied. The
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enclosure is filled with ferrofluid (Fe3O4-water). Control Volume based Finite Element Method
(CVFEM) is used to solve the governing equations considering both Ferrohydrodynamic (FHD) and
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects. It is assumed that the magnetization of the fluid is varying
linearly with temperature and magnetic field intensity. The effects Reynolds number, nanoparticle
volume fraction parameter, magnetic number arising from FHD, and Hartmann number arising from
MHD are analyzed. Obtained results indicate that the effects of Kelvin forces are more pronounced
for high Reynolds number. Heat transfer enhancement has direct relationship with the Reynolds
number and the magnetic number; while it has inverse relationship with the Hartmann number. (C)
2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
地 址 :BABOL UNIV TECHNOL, DEPT MECH ENGN, BABOL SAR, IRAN;UNIV CENT
FLORIDA, DEPT MATH, ORLANDO, FL 32816 USA;TONGJI UNIV, SHANGHAI AUTOMOT
WIND TUNNEL CTR, SHANGHAI 201804, PEOPLES R CHINA;ENN TONGJI CLEAN
ENERGY INSTADV STUDIES, SHANGHAI, PEOPLES R CHINA
电子邮件地址:mohsen.sheikholeslami@yahoo.com; Kuppalapalle.vajravelu@ucf.edu

19.引用次数:68
标 题 :FUZZY-MODEL-BASED RELIABLE STATIC OUTPUT FEEDBACK H-INFINITY
CONTROL OF NONLINEAR HYPERBOLIC PDE SYSTEMS
作者:QIU, JB;DING, SX;GAO, HJ;YIN, S
出处:IEEE TRANS FUZZY SYST 24 (2): 388-400 APR 2016
摘要：This paper investigates the problem of output feedback robust H-infinity control for a class of
nonlinear spatially distributed systems described by first-order hyperbolic partial differential
equations (PDEs) with Markovian jumping actuator faults. The nonlinear hyperbolic PDE systems
are first expressed by Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models with parameter uncertainties, and then, the
objective is to design a reliable distributed fuzzy static output feedback controller guaranteeing the
stochastic exponential stability of the resulting closed-loop system with certain H-infinity disturbance
attenuation performance. Based on a Markovian Lyapunov functional combined with some matrix
inequality convexification techniques, two approaches are developed for reliable fuzzy static output
feedback controller design of the underlying fuzzy PDE systems. It is shown that the controller gains
can be obtained by solving a set of finite linear matrix inequalities based on the finite-difference
method in space. Finally, two examples are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed methods.
地址:ARBIN INST TECHNOL, RES INST INTELLIGENT CONTROL & SYST, HARBIN 150080,
PEOPLES R CHINA;UNIV DUISBURG ESSEN, INST AUTOMAT CONTROL & COMPLEX
SYST, D-47057 DUISBURG, GERMANY
电子邮件地址:
jbqiu@hit.edu.cn; steven.ding@uni-due.de; hjgao@hit.edu.cn; shen.yin2011@googlemail.com

20.引用次数:66
标 题 :9.0% EFFICIENT CU2ZNSN(S,SE)(4) SOLAR CELLS FROM SELENIZED
NANOPARTICLE INKS
作 者 :MISKIN, CK;YANG, WC;HAGES, CJ;CARTER, NJ;JOGLEKAR, CS;STACH,
EA;AGRAWAL, R
出处:PROG PHOTOVOLTAICS 23 (5): 654-659 MAY 2015
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摘要：Thin-film solar cells using Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)(4) absorber materials continue to attract increasing
attention. The synthesis of kesterite Cu2ZnSnS4 nanoparticles by a modified method of hot injection
is explained. Characterization of the nanoparticles by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, X-ray
diffraction, Raman, and transmission electron microscopy is presented and discussed. When
suspended in an ink, coated, and processed into a device, the nanoparticles obtained by this synthesis
achieve a total area (active area) efficiency of 9.0% (9.8%) using AM 1.5 illumination and light
soaking. This improvement over the previous efficiency of 7.2% is attributed to the modified
synthesis approach, as well as fine-tuned conditions for selenizing the coated nanoparticles into a
dense absorber layer. Copyright (c) 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
地址 :PURDUE UNIV, SCH CHEM ENGN, W LAFAYETTE, IN 47906 USA;PURDUE UNIV,
SCH MAT ENGN, W LAFAYETTE, IN 47906 USA;PURDUE UNIV, BIRCK NANOTECHNOL
CTR, W LAFAYETTE, IN 47906 USA;BROOKHAVEN NATL LAB, CTR FUNCT NANOMAT,
UPTON, NY 11973 USA
电子邮件地址:agrawalr@purdue.edu

八、Nature Advance Online Publication（Chemistry）

（来源：http://www.nature.com/nchem/research/index.html）

1. 标题：Placing and shaping liposomes with reconfigurable DNA nanocages
作者：Zhao Zhang, Yang Yang, Frederic Pincet, Marc C. Llaguno & Chenxiang Lin
摘要：The diverse structure and regulated deformation of lipid bilayer membranes are among a cell's
most fascinating features. Artificial membrane-bound vesicles, known as liposomes, are versatile
tools for modelling biological membranes and delivering foreign objects to cells. To fully mimic the
complexity of cell membranes and optimize the efficiency of delivery vesicles, controlling liposome
shape (both statically and dynamically) is of utmost importance. Here we report the assembly,
arrangement and remodelling of liposomes with designer geometry: all of which are exquisitely
controlled by a set of modular, reconfigurable DNA nanocages. Tubular and toroid shapes, among
others, are transcribed from DNA cages to liposomes with high fidelity, giving rise to membrane
curvatures present in cells yet previously difficult to construct in vitro. Moreover, the conformational
changes of DNA cages drive membrane fusion and bending with predictable outcomes, opening up
opportunities for the systematic study of membrane mechanics.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n7/full/nchem.2802.html

2.标题：Addendum: Aldehydes as alkyl carbanion equivalents for additions to carbonyl compounds
作者：Haining Wang, Xi-Jie Dai & Chao-Jun Li
摘要： In this Article we described a ruthenium-catalysed carbonyl addition method for alcohol
production via simple unsubstituted hydrazone intermediates, but we inadvertently omitted the
citation of two papers that had previously reported a similar carbanion reactivity1, 2. In these papers,
the authors illustrated a series of substituted hindered hydrazones (for example, tert-butyl-, trityl- and
diphenyl-4-pyridylmethyl) for additions to carbonyl compounds; however, to yield the target alcohols
under these circumstances, the lithium salts of these hydrazones had to be pre-formed, with

http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n7/full/nchem.2802.html
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subsequent C–C bond formation and removal of bulky substituents on azo-intermediates via radical
decomposition.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n7/full/nchem.2805.html

3.标题：CO- and HCl-free synthesis of acid chlorides from unsaturated hydrocarbons via shuttle
catalysisAOP
作者：Xianjie Fang, Bastien Cacherat & Bill Morandi
摘要：The synthesis of carboxylic acid derivatives from unsaturated hydrocarbons is an important
process for the preparation of polymers, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and agrochemicals. Despite its
industrial relevance, the traditional Reppe-type carbonylation reaction using pressurized CO is of
limited applicability to laboratory-scale synthesis because of: (1) the safety hazards associated with
the use of CO, (2) the need for special equipment to handle pressurized gas, (3) the low reactivity of
several relevant nucleophiles and (4) the necessity to employ different, often tailor-made, catalytic
systems for each nucleophile. Herein we demonstrate that a shuttle-catalysis approach enables a CO-
and HCl-free transfer process between an inexpensive reagent, butyryl chloride, and a wide range of
unsaturated substrates to access the corresponding acid chlorides in good yields. This new
transformation provides access to a broad range of carbonyl-containing products through the in
situ transformation of the reactive acid chloride intermediate. In a broader context, this work
demonstrates that isodesmic shuttle-catalysis reactions can unlock elusive catalytic reactions.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2798.html

4.标题：Bifluoride-catalysed sulfur(VI) fluoride exchange reaction for the synthesis of polysulfates
and polysulfonates
作者：Bing Gao, Linda Zhang, Qinheng Zheng, Feng Zhou, Liana M. Klivansky, Jianmei Lu, Yi Liu,
Jiajia Dong, Peng Wu & K. Barry Sharpless
摘要： Polysulfates and polysulfonates possess exceptional mechanical properties making them
potentially valuable engineering polymers. However, they have been little explored due to a lack of
reliable synthetic access. Here we report bifluoride salts (Q+[FHF]– , where Q+ represents a wide
range of cations) as powerful catalysts for the sulfur(VI) fluoride exchange (SuFEx) reaction between
aryl silyl ethers and aryl fluorosulfates (or alkyl sulfonyl fluorides). The bifluoride salts are
significantly more active in catalysing the SuFEx reaction compared to organosuperbases, therefore
enabling much lower catalyst-loading (down to 0.05  mol%). Using this chemistry, we are able to
prepare polysulfates and polysulfonates with high molecular weight, narrow polydispersity and
excellent functional group tolerance. The process is practical with regard to the reduced cost of
catalyst, polymer purification and by-product recycling. We have also observed that the process is not
sensitive to scale-up, which is essential for its future translation from laboratory research to industrial
applications.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2796.html

5.标题：Total synthesis of (–)-tubingensin B enabled by the strategic use of an aryne cyclization
作者：Michael A. Corsello, Junyong Kim & Neil K. Garg
摘要：Tubingensin B is an indole diterpenoid that bears a daunting chemical structure featuring a
disubstituted carbazole unit, five stereogenic centres — three of which are quaternary — and a
decorated [3.2.2]-bridged bicycle. We describe our synthetic design toward a concise and

http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n7/full/nchem.2805.html
http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2798.html
http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2798.html
http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2798.html
http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2796.html
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enantiospecific total synthesis of tubingensin B, which hinges on the strategic use of a transient aryne
intermediate. Although initial studies led to unexpected reaction outcomes, we ultimately
implemented a sequence of carbazolyne cyclization followed by Rh-catalysed fragmentation to
install the seven-membered ring and vicinal quaternary stereocentres of the natural product. Coupled
with a late-stage radical cyclization to construct the [3.2.2]-bridged bicycle, these efforts have
enabled the total synthesis of tubingensin B. The design and evolution of our succinct total synthesis
underscores the utility of long-avoided aryne intermediates for the introduction of structural motifs
that have conventionally been viewed as challenging.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2801.html

6. 标题：Directing the path of light-induced electron transfer at a molecular fork using vibrational
excitation AOP
作者：Milan Delor, Stuart A. Archer, Theo Keane, Anthony J. H. M. Meijer, Igor V. Sazanovich,
Gregory M. Greetham, Michael Towrie & Julia A. Weinstein
摘要：Ultrafast electron transfer in condensed-phase molecular systems is often strongly coupled to
intramolecular vibrations that can promote, suppress and direct electronic processes. Recent
experiments exploring this phenomenon proved that light-induced electron transfer can be strongly
modulated by vibrational excitation, suggesting a new avenue for active control over molecular
function. Here, we achieve the first example of such explicit vibrational control through judicious
design of a Pt(II)-acetylide charge-transfer donor–bridge– acceptor–bridge–donor ‘ fork’
system: asymmetric 13C isotopic labelling of one of the two –C≡C– bridges makes the two
parallel and otherwise identical donor→ acceptor electron-transfer pathways structurally distinct,
enabling independent vibrational perturbation of either. Applying an ultrafast UVpump(excitation)–
IRpump(perturbation)– IRprobe(monitoring) pulse sequence, we show that the pathway that is
vibrationally perturbed during UV-induced electron transfer is dramatically slowed down compared
to its unperturbed counterpart. One can thus choose the dominant electron transfer pathway. The
findings deliver a new opportunity for precise perturbative control of electronic energy propagation
in molecular devices.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2793.html

7.标题：Direct conversion of CO2 into liquid fuels with high selectivity over a bifunctional catalyst
作者：Peng Gao, Shenggang Li, Xianni Bu, Shanshan Dang, Ziyu Liu, Hui Wang, Liangshu Zhong,
Minghuang Qiu, Chengguang Yang, Jun Cai, Wei Wei & Yuhan Sun
摘要：Although considerable progress has been made in carbon dioxide (CO2) hydrogenation to
various C1 chemicals, it is still a great challenge to synthesize value-added products with two or
more carbons, such as gasoline, directly from CO2 because of the extreme inertness of CO2 and a
high C–C coupling barrier. Here we present a bifunctional catalyst composed of reducible indium
oxides (In2O3) and zeolites that yields a high selectivity to gasoline-range hydrocarbons (78.6%)
with a very low methane selectivity (1%). The oxygen vacancies on the In2O3 surfaces activate
CO2 and hydrogen to form methanol, and C−C coupling subsequently occurs inside zeolite pores to
produce gasoline-range hydrocarbons with a high octane number. The proximity of these two
components plays a crucial role in suppressing the undesired reverse water gas shift reaction and
giving a high selectivity for gasoline-range hydrocarbons. Moreover, the pellet catalyst exhibits a
much better performance during an industry-relevant test, which suggests promising prospects for

http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2801.html
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industrial applications.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2794.html

8.标题：Structural snapshots of concerted double E–H bond activation at a transition metal centre
作者：Joseph A. B. Abdalla, Alexa Caise, Christian P. Sindlinger, Rémi Tirfoin, Amber L. Thompson,
Alison J. Edwards & Simon Aldridge
摘要：Bond activation at a transition metal centre is a key fundamental step in numerous chemical
transformations. The oxidative addition of element– hydrogen bonds, for example, represents a
critical step in a range of widely applied catalytic processes. Despite this, experimental studies
defining steps along the bond activation pathway are very rare. In this work, we report on
fundamental studies defining a new oxidative activation pathway: combined experimental and
computational approaches yield structural snapshots of the simultaneous activation of both bonds of a
β-diketiminate-stabilized GaH2 unit at a single metal centre. Systematic variation of the supporting
phosphine ligands and single crystal X-ray/neutron diffraction are exploited in tandem to allow
structural visualization of the activation process, from a η2-H,H σ-complex showing little Ga–H
bond activation, through species of intermediate geometry featuring stretched Ga – H and
compressed M – H/M – Ga bonds, to a fully activated metal dihydride featuring a neutral
(carbene-type) N-heterocyclic GaI ligand.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2792.html

9. 标 题 ： Catalytic asymmetric trifluoromethylthiolation via enantioselective [2,3]-sigmatropic
rearrangement of sulfonium ylides AOP
作者：Zhikun Zhang, Zhe Sheng, Weizhi Yu, Guojiao Wu, Rui Zhang, Wen-Dao Chu, Yan Zhang &
Jianbo Wang
摘要：The trifluoromethylthio (SCF3) functional group has been of increasing importance in drug
design and development as a consequence of its unique electronic properties and high stability
coupled with its high lipophilicity. As a result, methods to introduce this highly electronegative
functional group have attracted considerable attention in recent years. Although significant progress
has been made in the introduction of SCF3 functionality into a variety of molecules, there remain
significant challenges regarding the enantioselective synthesis of SCF3-containing compounds. Here,
an asymmetric trifluoromethylthiolation that proceeds through the enantioselective [2,3]-sigmatropic
rearrangement of a sulfonium ylide generated from a metal carbene and sulfide (Doyle–Kirmse
reaction) has been developed using chiral Rh(II) and Cu(I) catalysts. This transformation features
mild reaction conditions and excellent enantioselectivities (up to 98% yield and 98% e.e.), thus
providing a unique, highly efficient and enantioselective method for the construction of C(sp3)–
SCF3 bonds bearing chiral centres.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2789.html

10.标题：Complete protein–protein association kinetics in atomic detail revealed by molecular
dynamics simulations and Markov modelling AOP
作者：Nuria Plattner, Stefan Doerr, Gianni De Fabritiis & Frank Noé
摘要：Protein–protein association is fundamental to many life processes. However, a microscopic
model describing the structures and kinetics during association and dissociation is lacking on account
of the long lifetimes of associated states, which have prevented efficient sampling by direct
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molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Here we demonstrate protein – protein association and
dissociation in atomistic resolution for the ribonuclease barnase and its inhibitor barstar by
combining adaptive high-throughput MD simulations and hidden Markov modelling. The model
reveals experimentally consistent intermediate structures, energetics and kinetics on timescales from
microseconds to hours. A variety of flexibly attached intermediates and misbound states funnel down
to a transition state and a native basin consisting of the loosely bound near-native state and the tightly
bound crystallographic state. These results offer a deeper level of insight into macromolecular
recognition and our approach opens the door for understanding and manipulating a wide range of
macromolecular association processes.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2785.html

11.标题：Coherent singlet fission activated by symmetry breaking AOP
作者：Kiyoshi Miyata, Yuki Kurashige, Kazuya Watanabe, Toshiki Sugimoto, Shota Takahashi,
Shunsuke Tanaka, Jun Takeya, Takeshi Yanai & Yoshiyasu Matsumoto
摘要：Singlet fission, in which a singlet exciton is converted to two triplet excitons, is a process that
could be beneficial in photovoltaic applications. A full understanding of the dynamics of singlet
fission in molecular systems requires detailed knowledge of the relevant potential energy surfaces
and their (conical) intersections. However, obtaining such information is a nontrivial task,
particularly for molecular aggregates. Here we investigate singlet fission in rubrene crystals using
transient absorption spectroscopy and state-of-the-art quantum chemical calculations. We observe a
coherent and ultrafast singlet-fission channel as well as the well-known and conventional thermally
assisted incoherent channel. This coherent channel is accessible because the conical intersection for
singlet fission on the excited-state potential energy surface is located very close to the equilibrium
position of the ground-state potential energy surface and also because of the excitation of an
intermolecular symmetry-breaking mode, which activates the electronic coupling necessary for
singlet fission.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2784.html

12.标题：A reductive aminase from Aspergillus oryzae AOP
作者：Godwin A. Aleku, Scott P. France, Henry Man, Juan Mangas-Sanchez, Sarah L. Montgomery,
Mahima Sharma, Friedemann Leipold, Shahed Hussain, Gideon Grogan & Nicholas J. Turner
摘要：Reductive amination is one of the most important methods for the synthesis of chiral amines.
Here we report the discovery of an NADP(H)-dependent reductive aminase from Aspergillus oryzae
(AspRedAm, Uniprot code Q2TW47) that can catalyse the reductive coupling of a broad set of
carbonyl compounds with a variety of primary and secondary amines with up to >98% conversion
and with up to >98% enantiomeric excess. In cases where both carbonyl and amine show high
reactivity, it is possible to employ a 1:1 ratio of the substrates, forming amine products with up to
94% conversion. Steady-state kinetic studies establish that the enzyme is capable of catalysing imine
formation as well as reduction. Crystal structures of AspRedAm in complex with NADP(H) and also
with both NADP(H) and the pharmaceutical ingredient (R)-rasagiline are reported. We also
demonstrate preparative scale reductive aminations with wild-type and Q240A variant biocatalysts
displaying total turnover numbers of up to 32,000 and space time yields up to 3.73 g l−1 d−1.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2782.html
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13.标题：Enantioselective, intermolecular benzylic C–H amination catalysed by an engineered
iron-haem enzyme
作者：Christopher K. Prier, Ruijie K. Zhang, Andrew R. Buller, Sabine Brinkmann-Chen & Frances
H. Arnold
摘要：C–H bonds are ubiquitous structural units of organic molecules. Although these bonds are
generally considered to be chemically inert, the recent emergence of methods for C – H
functionalization promises to transform the way synthetic chemistry is performed. The intermolecular
amination of C–H bonds represents a particularly desirable and challenging transformation for
which no efficient, highly selective, and renewable catalysts exist. Here we report the directed
evolution of an iron-containing enzymatic catalyst—based on a cytochrome P450 monooxygenase—
for the highly enantioselective intermolecular amination of benzylic C–H bonds. The biocatalyst is
capable of up to 1,300 turnovers, exhibits excellent enantioselectivities, and provides access to
valuable benzylic amines. Iron complexes are generally poor catalysts for C–H amination: in this
catalyst, the enzyme's protein framework confers activity on an otherwise unreactive iron-haem
cofactor.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n7/full/nchem.2783.html

14.标题：Characterization of a selenocysteine-ligated P450 compound I reveals direct link between
electron donation and reactivity
作者：Elizabeth L. Onderko, Alexey Silakov, Timothy H. Yosca & Michael T. Green
摘要：Strong electron-donation from the axial thiolate ligand of cytochrome P450 has been proposed
to increase the reactivity of compound I with respect to C–H bond activation. However, it has
proven difficult to test this hypothesis, and a direct link between reactivity and electron donation has
yet to be established. To make this connection, we have prepared a selenolate-ligated cytochrome
P450 compound I intermediate. This isoelectronic perturbation allows for direct comparisons with
the wild-type enzyme. Selenium incorporation was achieved using a cysteine auxotrophic
Escherichia coli strain. The intermediate was prepared with meta-chloroperbenzoic acid and
characterized by UV – visible, Mössbauer and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopies.
Measurements revealed increased asymmetry around the ferryl moiety, consistent with increased
electron donation from the axial selenolate ligand. In line with this observation, we find that the
selenolate-ligated compound I cleaves C–H bonds more rapidly than the wild-type intermediate.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/v9/n7/full/nchem.2781.html

15.标题：Cytosolic antibody delivery by lipid-sensitive endosomolytic peptide
作者：Misao Akishiba, Toshihide Takeuchi, Yoshimasa Kawaguchi, Kentarou Sakamoto, Hao-Hsin
Yu, Ikuhiko Nakase, Tomoka Takatani-Nakase, Fatemeh Madani, Astrid Gräslund & Shiroh Futaki
摘要：One of the major obstacles in intracellular targeting using antibodies is their limited release
from endosomes into the cytosol. Here we report an approach to deliver proteins, which include
antibodies, into cells by using endosomolytic peptides derived from the cationic and membrane-lytic
spider venom peptide M-lycotoxin. The delivery peptides were developed by introducing one or two
glutamic acid residues into the hydrophobic face. One peptide with the substitution of leucine by
glutamic acid (L17E) was shown to enable a marked cytosolic liberation of antibodies
(immunoglobulins G (IgGs)) from endosomes. The predominant membrane-perturbation mechanism
of this peptide is the preferential disruption of negatively charged membranes (endosomal
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membranes) over neutral membranes (plasma membranes), and the endosomolytic peptide promotes
the uptake by inducing macropinocytosis. The fidelity of this approach was confirmed through the
intracellular delivery of a ribosome-inactivation protein (saporin), Cre recombinase and IgG delivery,
which resulted in a specific labelling of the cytosolic proteins and subsequent suppression of the
glucocorticoid receptor-mediated transcription. We also demonstrate the L17E-mediated cytosolic
delivery of exosome-encapsulated proteins.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2779.html

16.标题：Salinomycin kills cancer stem cells by sequestering iron in lysosomes AOP
作者：Trang Thi Mai, Ahmed Hamaï, Antje Hienzsch, Tatiana Cañeque, Sebastian Müller, Julien
Wicinski, Olivier Cabaud, Christine Leroy, Amandine David, Verónica Acevedo, Akihide Ryo,
Christophe Ginestier, Daniel Birnbaum, Emmanuelle Charafe-Jauffret, Patrice Codogno, Maryam
Mehrpour & Raphaël Rodriguez
摘要：Cancer stem cells (CSCs) represent a subset of cells within tumours that exhibit self-renewal
properties and the capacity to seed tumours. CSCs are typically refractory to conventional treatments
and have been associated to metastasis and relapse. Salinomycin operates as a selective agent against
CSCs through mechanisms that remain elusive. Here, we provide evidence that a synthetic derivative
of salinomycin, which we named ironomycin (AM5), exhibits a more potent and selective activity
against breast CSCs in vitro and in vivo, by accumulating and sequestering iron in lysosomes. In
response to the ensuing cytoplasmic depletion of iron, cells triggered the degradation of ferritin in
lysosomes, leading to further iron loading in this organelle. Iron-mediated production of reactive
oxygen species promoted lysosomal membrane permeabilization, activating a cell death pathway
consistent with ferroptosis. These findings reveal the prevalence of iron homeostasis in breast CSCs,
pointing towards iron and iron-mediated processes as potential targets against these cells.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2778.html

17.标题：Incipient class II mixed valency in a plutonium solid-state compound AOP
作者：Samantha K. Cary, Shane S. Galley, Matthew L. Marsh, David L. Hobart, Ryan E. Baumbach,
Justin N. Cross, Jared T. Stritzinger, Matthew J. Polinski, Laurent Maron & Thomas E.
Albrecht-Schmitt
摘 要 ： Electron transfer in mixed-valent transition-metal complexes, clusters and materials is
ubiquitous in both natural and synthetic systems. The degree to which intervalence charge transfer
(IVCT) occurs, dependent on the degree of delocalization, places these within class II or III of the
Robin–Day system. In contrast to the d-block, compounds of f-block elements typically exhibit
class I behaviour (no IVCT) because of localization of the valence electrons and poor spatial overlap
between metal and ligand orbitals. Here, we report experimental and computational evidence for
delocalization of 5f electrons in the mixed-valent PuIII/PuIV solid-state compound,
Pu3(DPA)5(H2O)2 (DPA   =   2,6-pyridinedicarboxylate). The properties of this compound are
benchmarked by the pure PuIII and PuIV dipicolinate complexes, [PuIII(DPA)(H2O)4]Br and
PuIV(DPA)2(H2O)3 · 3H2O, as well as by a second mixed-valent compound,
PuIII[PuIV(DPA)3H0.5]2, that falls into class I instead. Metal-to-ligand charge transfer is involved in
both the formation of Pu3(DPA)5(H2O)2 and in the IVCT.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2777.html
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18.标题：Anionic silicate organic frameworks constructed from hexacoordinate silicon centres AOP
作者：Jérôme Roeser, Dragica Prill, Michael J. Bojdys, Pierre Fayon, Abbie Trewin, Andrew N. Fitch,
Martin U. Schmidt & Arne Thomas
摘要：Crystalline frameworks composed of hexacoordinate silicon species have thus far only been
observed in a few high pressure silicate phases. By implementing reversible Si–O chemistry for the
crystallization of covalent organic frameworks, we demonstrate the simple one-pot synthesis of
silicate organic frameworks based on octahedral dianionic SiO6 building units. Clear evidence of the
hexacoordinate environment around the silicon atoms is given by 29Si nuclear magnetic resonance
analysis. Characterization by high-resolution powder X-ray diffraction, density functional theory
calculation and analysis of the pair-distribution function showed that those anionic frameworks—
M2[Si(C16H10O4)1.5], where M   =   Li, Na, K and C16H10O4 is
9,10-dimethylanthracene-2,3,6,7-tetraolate — crystallize as two-dimensional hexagonal layers
stabilized in a fully eclipsed stacking arrangement with pronounced disorder in the stacking direction.
Permanent microporosity with high surface area (up to 1,276 m2 g−1) was evidenced by gas-sorption
measurements. The negatively charged backbone balanced with extra-framework cations and the
permanent microporosity are characteristics that are shared with zeolites.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2771.html

19.标题：Synthesis and materialization of a reaction–diffusion French flag pattern AOP
作者：Anton S. Zadorin, Yannick Rondelez, Guillaume Gines, Vadim Dilhas, Georg Urtel, Adrian
Zambrano, Jean-Christophe Galas & André Estevez-Torres
摘 要 ： During embryo development, patterns of protein concentration appear in response to
morphogen gradients. These patterns provide spatial and chemical information that directs the fate of
the underlying cells. Here, we emulate this process within non-living matter and demonstrate the
autonomous structuration of a synthetic material. First, we use DNA-based reaction networks to
synthesize a French flag, an archetypal pattern composed of three chemically distinct zones with
sharp borders whose synthetic analogue has remained elusive. A bistable network within a shallow
concentration gradient creates an immobile, sharp and long-lasting concentration front through a
reaction– diffusion mechanism. The combination of two bistable circuits generates a French flag
pattern whose ‘ phenotype ’ can be reprogrammed by network mutation. Second, these
concentration patterns control the macroscopic organization of DNA-decorated particles, inducing a
French flag pattern of colloidal aggregation. This experimental framework could be used to test
reaction– diffusion models and fabricate soft materials following an autonomous developmental
programme.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2770.html

20.标题：Elucidating bonding preferences in tetrakis(imido)uranate(VI) dianions AOP
作者：Nickolas H. Anderson, Jing Xie, Debmalya Ray, Matthias Zeller, Laura Gagliardi & Suzanne C.
Bart
摘要：Actinyl species, [AnO2]2+, are well-known derivatives of the f-block because of their natural
occurrence and essential roles in the nuclear fuel cycle. Along with their nitrogen analogues,
[An(NR)2]2+, actinyls are characterized by their two strong trans-An– element multiple bonds, a
consequence of the inverse trans influence. We report that these robust bonds can be weakened
significantly by increasing the number of multiple bonds to uranium, as demonstrated by a family of
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uranium(VI) dianions bearing four U–N multiple bonds, [M]2[U(NR)4] (M  =  Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs).
Their geometry is dictated by cation coordination and sterics rather than by electronic factors.
Multiple bond weakening by the addition of strong π donors has the potential for applications in
the processing of high-valent actinyls, commonly found in environmental pollutants and spent
nuclear fuels.
链接：http://www.nature.com/nchem/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nchem.2767.html
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